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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY MEETING
Morehead State University
January 29, 1982

A meeting of the faculty was held at 2:00 p.m. on Friday, January 29, 1982, at the

University Breckinridge Auditorium.
and

int~oduced

Vice President Emge called the meeting to order

President Norfleet.

President Norfleet:

biscussed the budget issue. The Council on Higher Education
proposed a new method of dividing the scarce resources this
year for institutions of higher education. They developed a
method to calculate how close each university is to 100 percent
funding in regard to need. According to their calculations,
the regional universities were at 92 to 95% funding and the
University of Kentucky and University of Louisville were funded
at about 73%. Therefore, the CHE decided that UK and UL were
underfunded and should receive the lion's share of the new
dollars.
The application of the forrnul~ takes two approaches~ (1) The
"zero" base budget approach where everything must be justified,
and (2) the "incremental" budget base where c;me starts with the
previous year's budget and adds on what is needed for the next
biennium. Everything in service and research happened to be
in the area of incremental funding and since UK and UL has a
major portion of their budgets falling into those two categories,
they consumed most of the new dollars available for the next
·biennium.
The original CHE request to the Governor was for 39.5 million
dollars. This was trimmed down to 24.5 million for the first
year and 29 million for the second year of the biennium. The
Governor allocated the smallest percentage of the gene~al fund
appropriation to higher education that has ever been allocated
in the history of higher education.
The regional university presidents had no input in the development of the formula as proposed by the Council. The CHE staff
came to budget hearings, told us what they were going to 00, asked
for our reaction, very politely heard us, and went about their
way and did what they intended to do before they heard us. We
did not change their minds on a single thing.
I have no problem with formula funding for higher education if it
takes into cons~deration the total ramifications of higher education and is fair and equitable to all institutions. using the
Council's formula, MSU and the other regional universities got
virtually no dollars. MSU did come out better than the other
regional universities, but I entered the fight because of the
principle involved and the long range impact it would have on
this institution.
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The regional university presidents came up with a compromise
proposal which stated that each institution (including UK and
UL) would get 6% across the board of the new state dollars, and
then the formula would be applied to the 1.6% remaining. We
met with Harry Snyder the afternoon before the Council met and
shared our proposal with him. We knew going in that we would
not get our proposal passed, but we were successful in raising
questions in the minds of some Council members.
The Council came up with what they called a compromise proposal.
It called for a 6% guarantee·in the first year and full formula
funding in the second year. Our proposal was for a 6% floor for
both years. The 6% guarantee or ceiling takes the new dollars
and applies the formula to all the new dollars. Then One looks
at how much money is generated for each institution and if that
amount is not up to 6%, that institution is brought up to the 6%
guarantee or ceiling.
The Morehead Statement is being sent to each faculty and staff
member because of the nature of the articles and the maps which
are included. MSU has enrolled more students than any other public
senior institution in 25 counties in Eastern Kentucky. Murray,
Western, and Eastern enrolled more students from 24 counties in
their areas than any other public senior institution. When
Northern Kentucky is included, and Kentucky State1s six counties
where they enroll more are taken out, that leaves very few
counties that UK and UL really serve as a major institution. We
have said that the regional institutions are the workhorses; we
educate over half the students and receive about 27% of the
dollars to educate these students.
The Governor has held off making his decision until he has
looked at all sides of the issue. We have said we will wait
until the Governor makes his decision and then determine what
our next step is. What is at stake? Why fight? Well, it is
very simple. If the current budget proposal is approved,
there will be scarcely no dollars in a pool for salaries at
the regional universities. What little tuition increase we
will be able to get will cover our fixed costs and might enable
us to apply some to inflation.
If any of you would like to discuss this with me, 'I would be
happy to talk to you. I have tried to keep the different groups
informed.
Gene Ranvier:

Registrar, announced that about 97% of the enrollments are in.
After all enrollments are in, we will end up with approximately
6,150 to 6,200 head count. In comparing full-time enrollment
statistics with last spring we find that last spring we had 4,435
full-time students and this spring we have 4,326 full-time
students, which is approximately a two and one-half percent decrease.
From last spring to this spring, there was approximately an 8%
decrease in over-all enrollment. There was a 19 to 20% decrease
in the part-time enrollment from last spring.
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Vice President Emge:

!

Announced that there have been changes in federal regulations in
reference to social security benefits for college students.
Those students not enrolled full time in a college prior to May 1,
will not be eligible for social security benefits next year.
Therefore, .in order to serve the needs of those high school
seniors in our region, MEU has put together a package of 12
semester hours which consists of three courses offered on television
and an introductory sociology course offered by correspondence.
These students will be brought to campus periodically for discussion enrichment so there will be more to the classes than is
normal for a television or correspondence course.
Announced that documents were sent to the faculty (one from the
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and one from the Graduate
Council) regarding two issues:
(1) Change in policy with respect
to the "I" or Incomplete grade, and (2) proposed new grade "IP"
or In-Progress. The ballots have been mailed to the Graduate
faculty and to the general faculty, so if you are a member of
both, you will need to return two ballots.
There was discussion regarding these two proposals.

Vice President Emge:

Announced that 166 faculty members voted on the recently proposed
faculty promotion policy. Eighty were in favor of the policy,
86 opposed the policy. Three schools 'were in favor of the policy,
and three schools opposed the policy. Because the ballot was
inconclusive, a survey instrument will be prepared to try and
isolate or itemize substantive issues in the policy so the faculty
can react in detail. The faculty responses and the working
documents from the ad hoc committee will then be given to the
current Faculty Organization Committee. This committee can then
work on any revisions the proposed policy might need for resubmission to the faculty.
In the absence of a new policy, our only choice this year is to
act under the existing policy. The Faculty Organization Committee
has met and set up some deadlines for the departmental and school
committees. The faculty will be apprised of these deadlines.
There was discussion regarding the proposed promotion policy.
Meeting adjourned.

RESULTS OF BALLOTS - UNDERGRADUATE PROPOSALS
Incomplete Grade - 128 yes 21 no
In-Progress qrade- 122 yes 25 no
- GRADUATE PROPOSALS
Incomplete Grade 73 yes 11 no
In-progress Grade72 yes 10 no

,
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Chairperson Pierce called the meeting to order at 4:10 in the Riggle'
Room of the Adron Dora..n University Center. After the roll-call. Chairperson
Pierce declared that there was a quorum. Hembers absent were:

Senator
Senato,T
Senator
Senator

Crager

Senator Tyree

Hahaney

Senator

Ranviet'..

Senator Owen
Senator Cornett
Senator Carr
Senator Hartino
Senator Othman

Clever
Senator Kumar

,

Senato-r Gurley

~

Senator Jones
Sena.tor Robinson

B~rns

Senator Caraotta
Senator Mullins
Sen-atar Hughes
Senator Hard
Senator Imhoff
So-uator Lamp.ing.
Senator McDonald

The minutes of the meeting of. December 10, 19"81, were approved by a
motion from Se·nator. Wells and a second from Senator H '. -;kman.
Chairperson Pierce called for reports from the consticuen-t concerns
si.ibc"Or:tmittees.
S~:nator.. Spragt!e ~ Chairperson of the Faculty Concerns Subcommittee; ~
repox-ted· on "the.· ·P1?-rc.eption. of Importance of Selected Activiti.es· in the NSU
budgc>t as previously circulated. In addition~ he outl;i.n.ed faculty c.oncerns
:(t"o;;u e recent s'.lrve.y~
Both items are att.ached to the minutes..

A rwtion followed by Senator. Sprague, second by Senator \iI";:11t:~on. to
request: President Norfleet to submit a list of a:l,.l ad hoc: cOll.<m.ltteeR wh±c.h
he: has appointeti which are currently functioning~ The li.st in to :include~
if possible, the. ·purpose. members and date each ad hoc commit·t.ee cea8es to
operE.te: (suns.et date). DiscnssiJ;m. follDw",d~ The questi.on was. called clad
"the motiQu p.'I.ssed. 'rhe secretar.;:'· was inst-:;tt-cted to inform PreSident. Norf·le.et
of the S~~nat"b request in w·d.ting.

Sena!:or Alcorn reported that Presidt!:"!"f. Norfleet earlier had responded
t.o a reques.t for Faculty-StaEf tuition v1,aJ.ver for summer school and that:
this could not be done since Summer School must self-supporting. Senator
Alcorn proposed to ask Presiden~ Norfleet to allow Faculty-·Staff SUrn:J!'.-?r
School tuition-vJaiver if the class in question has beeu declared as having
sat::f.sfied the sel£···su.pporting criteria of the Unh~ersity. Senator. Alc.orn
made th9 aboVf~ motion .and Sena.tor· Sprague sec.ol'.ded. The- motion passed.
Senator Graham r.eported that¥- President Norfleet has signed. an alnmfrUdmant to th.e liniversity g:wup life insurance policy whieh will allow cmploy-ees to p1.'.J:c.h,~se 1, 11;:., 2, or 3 times their salary in group tm.. life iU9'.1T-·
anee.
Information will be sent to Faculty and Staff in the neat:" future.

-m
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There were no official reports from the Staff, Students or Administra-.

tion Concerns Subcommittee.
Chairperson Pierce announced that the election for Chairperson elec.t
,;ill be held ou Fehruary 25> 1982.
Qlairperson Pierce appointed Senator Martt as student replacement on
the Elections committee.

Senator Kappes reported that his committee on 'Standardization of
Committee, and Special Events Meeting l;-imes ",ill meet in near future',
"Motion -by Senator Hersky) second by Senator Wells to adjourn.

passed at 5:10 pm.

Hation

HOREHEAD STATE l.mrVERSITY
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Chairperson Pierce called the meeting to order at 4:10 in the Riggle
Room of the Adron Doran University Center. After the roll-call, Chairperson
Pierce. declared that there was a quorum. Members absent were:
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
--Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Crager
Mahaney
Ranvier
Clever
Kumar
Gurle~r

Jones
Robinson

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Tyree
Burns
Owen
Cornett
Carr
Martino
Othman

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Caraotta
Mullins
Hughes
Ward
Imhoff
Lamping
McDonald

The minutes of the meeting of December 10, 1981, were approved by a
motion from Senator Wells and a second from Senator Hickman.
Chairperson Pierce called for reports from the constituent concerns
subcommittees.

Senator Sprague, Chairperson of the Faculty Concerns Subcommittee,
reported on the Perception of Importance of Selected Activities in the MSU
budget as previously circulated. In addition, he outlined faculty concerns
from a recent survey. Both items are attached to the minutes.
A motion followed by Senator Sprague. second by Senator Whitson to
request President Norfleet to submit a list of all ad hoc committees which
he has appointed which are currently functioning. The list is to include,
if possible. the purpose~ members and date each ad hoc committee ceases to
operate (sunset date). Discussion followedG ~he question was called a~d
the motion passed. The secretary was instructed to inform president Norfleet
of the Senat~s request in writing.
Senator Alcorn reported that President Norfleet earlier had responded
to a request for Faculty-Staff tuition waiver for summer school and that
this could not be done since Summer School must self-supporting. Senator
Alcorn proposed to ask President Norfleet to allow Faculty-Staff Summer
School tuition-waiver if the class in question has been declared as having
satisfied the self-supporting criteria of the University. Senator Alcorn
made the above motion and Senator Sprague seconded. The motion passed.
Senator Graham reported that President Norfleet has signed an ammendment to the University group life insurance policy which will allow employees to pt.•.rchase 1. l~. 2. or 3 times their salary in group term life insurance.
Information will be sent to Faculty and Staff in the near future.
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There were no official reports from the Staff, Students or Administration Concerns Subcommittee.
Chairperson Pierce announced that the election for Chairperson elect
t'1ill be held on February 25, 1982.
Chairperson Pierce appointed Senator Martt as student replacement on
the Elections committee.
Senator Kappes reported that his committee on Standardization of
Committee, and Special EVents Meeting times will meet in near_ future.
Motion by Senator Mersky) second by Senator Wells to adjourn.
passed at 5:10 pm.

Motion

~ctfUIIY SU~~

Deb~cretary

"
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February 25, 1982
Chairperson Pierce called the meeting to order at 4:10 PM in the Riggle
Room of the Adron Doran University Center, and determined_ that there was a
quorum~
Members absent were:

Senator Osborne
Senator Venettozzi
Senator 1>Iarshall
Senator Tyree

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Senator Clever

Senator Burns

Senator Hay
.Senator Kumar
Senator VanM.eter

Senator Owen

Senator Lamping
Senator McDonald
Senator Othman

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Ellis

Hahaney
Kappes

Ranvier

S~nator

Orlich

Martt
Martino
Milby

Imhoff

Se:nator Cornett

Senator Wells moved that the agenda be suspended for election of the chairperson for 1982-83; Senator Sprague seconded, and the motion passed. Chairperson Pierce asked for nominations. Senator Sprague nominated Senato~ Patsy
Whitson, Senato~ Alcorn seconded. No other nominations were made. Senator
Wells moved that the nominations cease, Senator Mers~y seconded, and the motion
passed. Senat'Jr Wells moved that Senator Whitson be elected by acclamation,
Senator Alcorn second~d,.and the motion passe~. Chairperson Pierce extended
his congratulations and welcome as the new Chairperson to Senator l>1hits~n.
beginning with the Fall term, 19826
Senator Dowdy, Chairperson of the Elections .Committee, noted that Senator
Whitson's term of office will expire at the end of the 1981-82 year and-it
will b~ necessary that Senator Whitson be re-elected in the April election.
If sh~ is not, the Senate will select another Chair-elect.
Retarning to the agenda, 'Senator Powell moved that the minutes of ~he me~t_
ing of Februa,::y 11, 1982 be approved as diE\tIfibuted.i Senator Graham second!,!d~_.
and the motion carried.
Senator Sprague, Chairperson of the Faculty Concerns Committee had nothing
to report and ca~led for-a meeting immediately after the Senate meeting •

..

Senator Hickman, Chairperson of the Administrators Concerns Committ~e,
reported that the Committee met prior to the meeting, but had no official
report.
There was no report from the Student Concerns Committee.
Debby Hard, Chairperson of the Support Staff Concerns Committee, reported
that the Committee had met prior to the meeting, but had nothing to bring to
the Senate floor.

..
j

,
<
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There was no New Business.

Chairperson Pierce announced that the minutes of the meeting of February
11, 1982 had been sent to President Norfleet along with a letter asking for a
list of current ad hoc committees.
There was no further official business, and Chairperson Pierce initiated
a discussion concerning the difficulty the Senate has had in getting a quorum
this year. An open discussion followed. Ideas brought forward concerning nonattendance were:
1. Senators with a record of non-attendance at meetings should be replaced b~ persons who would show more interest. The Constitution allows for
it, and we should pursue this procedure.
2. The various constituent concerns committees should attempt to further
cOlDI!!unicatiqns among those they ·cepresent.
3. Elections should be more videly-publicized to attract truly interested
persons.
4. Some type of orientation would be helpful for new Senators to help
them better understand their role.
5. Involvement ~s important. However frustrating our position in the
Senate might be, and regardless of the time it· may take, ·it is a~ important
forum for discussion. The Senate provides an opportunity to promote needed
change.
6. More and better publicity is needed on Senate activities. Many people
are unaware of wh~t the Senate has done. Ways to improve the communication
problem that were mentioned: Attempt to secure more publicity in the Trailblazer and in the MSU Update and circu~ation of the Senate Minutes to all
faculty and staff by senate repr~sentatives.
To. conclude the discussion, Chairperson Pierce stated that elections will
be coming up in April. He asked that Senators encourage individuals who could
be an asset to run for office, and to encourage active Senators to remain~
Senator ~ells moved that the. meeting be adjourned, Senator Graham seconded,.
the motion passed, and the Senate was adjourned at 5:00 pm.
Respectfully submitted,

J
II
c",:0-Lj-;! Va,; c1:'
/U
Debby Hare!:, Secretary
{

'
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Chairperson Pierce called the meeting to order at 4:10 PM in the Riggle
Room of the Adran Doran University Center, and determined that there was a
quorum. Members absent were:
Senator Ellis
Senator Mahaney
Senator Kappes
Senator Ranvier

Senator Clever
Senator Hay
Senator Kumar
Senator Va~eter

Senator Osborne
Senator Venettozzi
Senator Marshall
Senator Tyree
Senator Burns
Senator Owen
Senator Orlich
Senator Cornett

Senator Martt

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Martino
Milby

Imhoff
Lamping

McDonald
Othman

Senator Wells moved that the agenda be suspended for election of the chairperson for 1982-83; Senator Sprague seconded, and the motion passed. Chairperson Pierce asked for nominations. Senator Sprague nominated Senator _Patsy
Whitson, Senator Alcorn seconded. No other nominations were made. Senator
Wells moved that the nominations cease, Senator Mersky seconded, and the motion
passed. Senator Wells moved tpat Senator Whitson be elected by acclamation,
Senator Alcorn seconded, and the motion passed. Chairperson Pierce eXtended
his congratulations and welcome as the new Chairperson to Senator Whitson,
beginning with the Fall term, 1982.
.
Senator Dowdy, Chairperson of the Elections Committee, noted that Senator
Whitson's term of office will expire at the end of the 1981-82 year and it
will be necessary that Senator Whitson be re-elected in the April election.
If she is not, the Senate will select another Chair-elect.
I

, I ,

Returning to the agenda, Senator ~owel~ moved that the minutes of the meeting of Febr,uary 11, 1982 be approved 'as d:t-stribute4. Set;lator Gr'aham: s~conded',
and the motion carried.
Senator Sprague, Chairperson of the Faculty Concerns Committee had nothing
to report and called for a meeting immediately after the Senate meeting •.
Senator Hickman, Chairperson of the Administrators Concerns Committee,
reported that the Committee met prior to the meeting, but had no official
report.
There was no report from the Student Concerns Committee.
Debby Ward, Chairperson of the Support Staff Concerns Committee, reported
that the Committee had met prior to the meeting, but had nothing to bring to'
the Senate floor.
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There was no New Business.
Chairperson Pierce announced that the minutes of the meeting of February
11, 1982 had been sent to President Norfleet along with a letter asking for a
list of current ad hoc committees.
There was no further official business, and Chairperson Pierce initiated
a discussion concerning the difficulty the Senate has had in getting a quorum
this year. An open discussion followed. Ideas brought forward concerning nonattendance were:
1. Senators with a record of non-attendance at meetings should be replaced by persons who would show more interest. The Constitution allows for
it, and we should pursue this procedure.
2. The various constituent concerns committees should attempt to further
communications among those they represent.
3. Elections should be more widely-publicized to attract truly interested
persons.
4. Some type of orientation would be helpful for new Senators to help
them better understand their role.
5. Involvement is important. However frustrating our position in the
Senate might be~ and regardless of the time it may take, it is an important
forum for discussion. The Senate 'provides an opportunity to promote needed
change.
6. More and better publicity is needed on Senate activities. Many people
are unaware of what the Senate has done. Ways to improve the communication
problem that were mentioned: Attempt to secure more publicity in the Trailblazer and in the MSU Update and circulation of the Senate Minutes to all
faculty and staff by senate representatives.
To conclude the discussion, Chairperson Pierce stated that elections will
be comi1).g up in April. He asked tha:t Senators, enc,our{lge individuals wh,o coul~
be an asset to ni.,n fqr offi'ce, and ~o encourage active Senators to remain. ' I'
,

I

,

'

I

.I

Senator Wells moved toat the meeting tie adjourned, Sena~or Graham
the motion passed, and the S.enate was adjourned 'at 5:00'pm.

second~d,

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Minutes of the Faculty Meeting
September 10, 1982
There was a general faculty meeting Friday, September 10, 1982, at 2:00 p.m. at the

Breckinridge Hall Auditorium.

Vice President Emge called the meeting to order.

Chairperson of the Faculty Organization Committee, announced
that the Faculty Organization Cormlittee has. been given the
responsi,bility or preparing a' policy and procedures for academic

Eugene Martin:

promotion. The Committee will announce, within the next two weeks,
a series of open meetings. Faculty members are urged to attend
these open meetings.
Introduced the members of the Faculty Organization Committee:
Joe Bendixen, Flay Patton, Eugene Martin. George Montgomery,
Dan Thomas, Charles Thompson, Marc Glasser, Roger Jones, Ben
Flora, David Cutts, John Kleber. The second member from the
School of Social Sciences will be elected soon.

...;:....

Moved that the faculty accept the slate of persons (as listed
on the handout) to the standing committees. The motion was
seconded. After some discussion, the question was called and
the motion passed. The membership of University Standing Committees
for the 1982-83 academic years is as follows:
Committee on Faculty Research
Committee on Admissions
~~Wi 11 i am Chen
*Bernard Davi s
Johnn i e Fryman
Richard Hunt
Margaret Patton
Tom Munson
Jane Ell ington
Charles Holt
Gary Puckett
Mil ford Kuhn
Randy Overbeck
Ben Harmon
Herb Berry
Committee on Faculty
Green Mi Iler
Grievances & Ethics
Fred Mueller
*John Osborne
Mary Jo Netherton
Joe'Copeland
Charles Morgan
Ronald Fiel
Mohammed Sabie
Davi d Cutts
Perry Leroy
Committee on Honors Program
Kenneth Hoffm.an
*George Montgomery
James Martin
Herbert Hedgecock
Ed Nass
Robe rt By 1und
George Luckey
Betty Woodard
Judy Rogers
Betty Gurley
Layla Sabie
Steve Young
Richard Daniel
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Committee on Faculty &
Staff Development
*George Troutt
Jack Peters
Charlie Jones
David Rudy
Dona 1d Hay
Glenn Rogers
Jo Brewer
Dan Cornett
Carol Johnson
Committee on Undergraduate
Curriculum
Gera I d DeMoss
G1enn Johns ton
Lola Crosthwaite
John Kleber
Ken Clever
Feledra Dixon
A1ex Conyers
Eugene Martin
David Brown
Frances Helphinstine
Bi 11 Hampton
John Holton

Committee on Library
Esharil
John HanrahclO
Bonnie Bai ley
Caroly!) Taylor
Ruth Barnes
Rex Chaney

'~Maurice

Committee on Radiation Safety
Brenge Iman
David Hylbert
Margaret Heaslip
Dav i d Brumagen
Robert Stokes
James Robinson
Meade Roberts
C. Dale Caudi 11
Ron Dobler
Paul Raines

~':Russe 11

Committee on Student Life
Ne 11 Mahaney
Lindsay Back
Judy Wi llard
Gail Ousley
Ina Lowe
Edie Whitfield
*These people will have the r€sponsibility of calling the first
meeting.

Vice President Emge:

Announced that copies of the proposed promotion policy which was
distributed last year will be sent to the faculty members.
Moved that the proposed pol icy "Undergraduate Academic Probation Transfer Students l l be approved. The motion passed with the provision
that lIat HSU II be added to the last sentence. The pol icy states:
In determining a transfer student's academic status for
probation purposes, the total number of hours of transfer
work accepted will be added to the total number of hours
attempted at Morehead State University. This total
constitutes the transfer students cumulative hours attempted.
To remain in good academic standing, the transfer student's
grade point average for work completed at MSU must be equal
to or above the minimum required based on cumulative hours
attempted. (This policy has been reworded by Dr. Emge for
clarification)

\
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Vice President Emge:

Gave preliminary, unofficial enrollment figures for the 1982 Fall
Semester based on enrollment data at the end of the working day,
Tuesday, September 7.
Headcount

.

",.

.

,.'."

down 596 or
Full-time
down }61 or
Part-time
down 238 or
Graduate
down 163 or
Undergraduate
down 445 or
In-state
down 479 or
Out-of-state
down 117 or

8.8%
7.7%
11. 7%
10.0%

1~81

1982 Fall
6, 143

6,739

4,346

4,707

1,797

2,035

1,466

1,629

4,665

5,110

5,059

5,538

1,084

1,201

Fall

8.7%
8.6%
9.7%

Jack Ellis:

Director of Camden-Carroll Library, explained some extended services
of the Library. The Library will have an on-line computer service
(LOCKHEED-DIALOG) which has 150 data bases compared to 54 da.ta bases
in ~ibliographic !etrieval ~ervices.

Vice President Emge:

Announced that MSU will be informing the Council on Higher Education
of the decision to voluntarily suspend majors in Spanish and German.
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools had expressed
extreme concern that MSU offers majors in these areas with such low
enrollment and without having faculty members with terminal degrees
in those areas.
Asked faculty members who have not responded to the survey sent out
relative to the Center for Instructional and Faculty Development to
please do so as soon as possible.
Mentioned that September 18 is Parents Day. All schools will have
a reception or open house at 10:30 a.m. and the faculty are urged
to participate.
Commented on the budget formula hearrngs.
Stated that as·a result of the Pritchard Committee report, the
Programs Committee of the Council on Higher Education will be looking
at a proposal for required pre-college high school curriculum on
Wednesday, September 15. If thrs proposal is accepted, a meeting
will be called to discuss this proposal with MSU faculty.
A question Was asked as to dates paychecks will be distributed.
Accordi'ng to a memorandum dated July 12, 1982, from John Graham,
Vice President for Fiscal Affairs, monthly personnel will be paid
on the following dabes:
<
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September 30, 1982
October 29, 1982
November 23. 1982 (tentative)
December 17. 1982 (tentative)
January 28. 1983
February 25, 1983
March 31. 1983
Ape; 1 29. 1983
May 27. 1983
June 30, 1983
Meeting adjourned at 2:30 p.m.

for Academic Affairs

MOREHEAD STATE U~IVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting

September 23, 1982

,
Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room
of the Adron Doran University Center. and determined that there was a quorum.
Members absent were:
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Conn
Ellis
Mahaney
Kappes

Senator C1 ever

Sena tor Owen

Senator Harford
Senator Ris
Senator Marshall

Senator William Robinson

Senator Cornett

. Senator Dowdy. Chairperson of the Elections Committee, reported that student

senators were elected on September 14. A list of those students who will be serving
during the 1982-83 school year is provided ;n each Senator's folder of materials.
Also as· part of the same Elections Committee report. she noted that two senators
had been appointed to one-year terms as replacements for senators who were no

longer employed by Morehead State University.

the apPointments of these two. replacements~

,

She moved that the Senate accept
Senator Peters seconded.

Motion. passed.

Senator Pierce raised a question and asked the Senators to refer to the Constitution,
Article O~e. SectiDn 4, which lists the following as criteria for serving as a Faculty
Senator, lIfull-time faculty members with the rank of instructor and above who have
been emp 1 Dyed a's 1east one semester at Morehead State Uni versi ty are eli 9 i b1e for
,membership in the Senate. II Two newly appointed Senat.ors do not meet the criteria
in terms of length of time employed at the University. Chairperson Whitson stated
that she would work with the Elections Committee and correct this oversight.
Chairperson Whitson then called for nominations for Vice-Chairperson and Secretary
to the Senate. Senator Randy Wells was nominated as Vice-Chairperson and Senator
Janice Smiley was nominated as Secretary. There being no other nominations, these
Senators were elected.
.,
Senator Betty Moran announced that Dr. Tom Grites of Stockton College would be on
campus, Friday, September 24, to pres.ent workshops on student advising.
Chairperson Whitson welcomed all of the new Senators, presented an overview of the
purpose and responsibilities of the University Senate~ and explained the make-up

of the Senate with its four constituent groups.

She then requested that the Senate

recess while the' four ,groups caucused to elect Chairpersons and Secretaries for the
new year.
The Administrative Concerns Committee elected Senator Conn as Chairperson and
Senator Ellis as Se,cretary. The Committee will meet on the second and fourth
Thursdays at 3:45 p.m. in the East Room, just prior fa the regular Senate meetings.
Some topics that this Committee will be,discussing during the year include:
specific guidelines with regard to student requirements for auditing classes~
lack of ·an administrative grievance committee; need for 12-rnonth ID cards for
l2-month employees; class attendance policy as it rn9Y be affected by our scheduling
format; defi'ne a forum for faculty and administration sexual harassment policy;
and faculty and administrative dress code.
'

--
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The Support Staff Concerns Committee elected Senator Ron Jones as Chairperson and
Senator Fryman as Secretary. The Committee will. meet on the second and fourth
Thursdays at 3:30 p.m. in West Room A, just prior,to the regular Senate meetings.
The Student Concerns Committee elected Senator Holdren as Chairperson and Senator
Zuniga as Secretary. The Committee will meet next on September 30 at 6:00 p.m.
,
in West Room B.
The Faculty Concerns Committee elected Senator Sprague as Chairperson and Senator
Char 1es Jones as Secretary. The Commi ttee a1so selected two del ega tes to t,he
Con.gress of Senate and Faculty Leaders. Those delegates are Senators Whitson
'and Sprague, with the alternates being ,Senators Wells and Holt. The Committee
selected alternate Thursdays (first and third Thursdays) at 4:10 p.m. in the
Riggle Room as their regular meeting time.
There being no further business, the meeting wa.s adjourned at 5:20 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

anice Smiley ... Secretary
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting
September 23, 1982
Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room

of the Adron Doran University Center, and determined that there was a quorum .
Members absent were:
senator Conn

Senator Ellis
Senator Mahaney

Senator Kappes

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Clever
Harford
Ris
Marshall

Sena tor Owen
Senator Cornett

Senator William Robinson

Senator Dowdy. Chairperson of the Elections Committee, reported that student
senators "'Jere elected on September 14.

A list of those students \'Iho will be serving

during the 1982-83 school year is provided in each Senatorls folder of materials.
Also as part of the same Elections Committee report, she noted that two senators
had been appointed to one-year terms as replacements for senators who were no
longer employed by Morehead State Uni versity. She moved that the Senate accept
the apPointments of these two replacements. Senator Peters seconded. Motion passed .
Senator Pierce raised a question and asked the Senators to refer to the Constitution,
Article One, Section 4, which lists the following as criteria for serving as a Faculty
Senator, "full-time faculty members with the rank of instructor and above who have
been employed as least one semester at Morehead State University are eligible for
membership in the Senate." Two newly apPointed Senators do not meet the criteria
in terms of length of time employed at the University. Chairperson Whitson stated
that she would work with the Elections Committee and correct this oversight .
Cha irperson Whitson then called for nominations for Vice-Chairperson and Secretary
to the Senate. Senator Randy Wells was nominated as Vice-Chairperson and Senator
Janice Smiley was nominated as Secretary. There being no other nominations, these
Senators were elected.
Senator Betty Moran announced that Dr. Tom Grites of Stockton Col lege would be on
campus , Friday, September 24, to present workshops on student advising.
Chairperson Whitson welcomed all of the new Senators . presented an overview of t he
purpose and responsibilities of the University Senate, and explained the make-up
of the Senate with its four constituent groups. She then requested that the Senate
recess while the four groups caucused to elect Chairpersons and Secretaries for the
new year .
The Administrative Concerns Committee elected Senator Conn as Chairperson and
Senator Ellis as Secretary. The Committee \,1111 meet on the second and fourth
Thursdays at 3:45 p.m. in the East Room. just prior fo the regular Senate meetings.
Some topics that this Committee will be discussing during the year include:
specific guidelines with regard to student requirements for auditing classes;
lack of an administrative grievance committee; need for 12-month 10 cards for
12-month employees; class attendance policy as it may be affected by our scheduling
format; define a forum for faculty and administration sexual harassment policy;
and faculty and administrative dress code .
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The Support Staff Concerns Committee elected Senator Ron Jones as Cha irperson and
Senator Fryman as Secretary. The Committee will meet on the second and fourth
Thursdays at 3;30 p.m. in West Room A, just prio.r to the regular Senate meetings .
The Student Concerns Committee elected Sena tor Holdren as Chairperson and Senator
Zuniga as Secretary . The Committee will meet next on September 30 at 6:00 p.m.
in West Room B.
The Faculty Concerns Committee elected Senator Sprague as Chairperson and Senator
Charles Jones as Sec retary. The Committee also selected two delegates to the
Congress of Senate and Faculty Leaders. Those delegates are Senators Whitson
and Sprague. with the alternates being .Senators Wel l s and Holt. The Committee
selected alternate Thursdays (first and third Thursdays) at 4:10 p.m. in the
Riggle Room as their regular meeting time .
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p.m.

Respectful ly submitted,
anice

I
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting

Octqber 14, 1982
,

Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of
the Adran Doran University Center, and determined that there was a quorum.
Members absent were:
Senator Emge
Senator Mahaney

Senator Clever
Senator Willard
Sena tor Osborne

Senator Morr; son
$ena tor Owen

Senator Pierce
Senator Vanhoose
Senator Flippin

Senator Moran
Senator Brown
Senator Shanks
5ena tor Holton
Senator Willi·am Robinson

Chairperson Whitson called for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the previous
meeting.

Senator Wells made the motion for approval with a ·second by Senator Crosthwaite.

Motion passed.
Senator Dowdy, Chairperson of the Elections Committee, reported that, as a result of
the question raised regarding the eligibility (Article One, Section 4) of Hilliam Rogers
Ca newly' appointed faculty member) to fill the vacancy of Senator Ernest Hinson,
Thoma? Morrison has ,been appointed to serve the final year of r~r. Hinsonls term.
Senator Dowdy moved that the Senate accept the'appointment of Thomas Morrison ..
Senator Ellis seconded. Motion passed~
In accordance with the Univer~ity Senate By.,.Laws, Secti'on 3.b.,;o Chairperson Whitson
appointed Senator Buford Crager, representing the administrators, and Senator David
Hal ton, r~presenti ng the students, to serve on the El ect'i ons Commi ttee.
In accordance wi th the University Senate Cons titut ion, Arti c 1e T\'Io, Secti on 5 , .
Chairperson Whi,tson appointed Kenneth Hoffman to serve as Parl iamentarian.
Chairperson Whitson thanked the 1981-82 Chairperson, Bill Pierce, for the tremendous
assistance he has provided her through the transition period. She also stated that
in preparing for this year, she sou-ght the official records of the Senate from the
past 13 years and discovered that they are not being maintained in anyone location.
The reason for her records search was an attempt to compile a brief history of Senate
reco~mendations and accomplishments, and thus to focus on the importance of our roles
as Senators. Senator Holt moved that action be taken to collect the historical records
of the Senate, place the records in the Camden-Carroll Library Archives, and appoint
an histori,an to develop a brief history of the University Senate. Senator Gotsick
seconded. Senator Ellis made a friendly am~ndment to have the records compiled and
bound for rna i ntenance in the Camden-Carroll Li'brary.
The friendly amendment was accepted. The original motion, passed.
A brief list of recommendations and/or accomplishments include:
..,.-establi~h,ment of the Morehead ~State University Emp10yee l s Credit Union,
--an increase in the dollar level of life insurance made available,
--summer tuition waiver for faculty,
--change from 9-month to 12-month distribution on faculty paych~cks,
--financial planning seminars,
--selected physical improvements such as parking, lighting, etc.,'
--early distribution of class schedules,
--pass/fail class credit,
--association with the statewide IlCongress of ..senate anclEaculty Leaders,n and
--passing of resolutions to the Council on Higher Education and various
legislatures.
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New Business
A proposal was presented to amend the Senate By- Laws, Section 2.b . Di scussion on
this topic included: 1} a. request for the senators to refer to Section 2.c. and
the ro l e of the Elections COlMlittee in this matt.e r; 2) a request that the proposed
change be presented now with a vote taken at the next regularly schedu l ed meeting;
3) a reminder that the Senate has a mechanism for providing substitutes for senators
who must be absent in a semester due to class conflicts; 4) a request tbat faculty
being replaced for a semester due to class conflicts have input in the selection of
their substitute. Senator Kappes made a motion to add an agenda item as follows .
"to consider an amendment to the By-Laws that sets out procedures for the apPOintment
of a proxy . " Senator Wells seconded. Sena tor Mue 11 er made a friendl y amendment to
l imit discussion on the topic to 15 minutes. Seconded by Senator Marshall, and
accepted. Original motion passed.
Senator Kappes made a motion that the Parliamentarian and/or Chairperson of the
Senate draft an amendment that will ·a11o"l a senator who will be absent from a
meeting to appoint a proxy. Seconded by Senator Tyree. Motion passed.
Committee Reports
Senator Conn reported that the Administrative Concerns Committee met just prior to
the regular Senate meeting. While they discussed several of the topics that had been
listed as concerns for the year, there was nothing to report at this time.
Senator Sprague reported that the Faculty Concerns Committee met on Thursday, October 1.
The Committee has been working on a draft of the promotions/tenure/leave policy . A new
draft and survey loJent out to the faculty senators and a vote is still in process.
Also, the Faculty Concerns Committee is currently working l'/ ith the Faculty Organizat ions
Committee in discussions on this topic.
Senator Holdren reported that the Student Concerns Committee had met twice and
discussed items such as: 1) the proposal to raise the Student Activity Fee;
2) more competitive - type procedures for the appointment of graduate assistants;
3) more effective teacher evaluations; 4) administrator evaluations; 5) physical
improvements such as lighting, sidewalks, etc. Senator Holdren asked for the
appointment of a joint committee of senators for the purpose of talking with the
other constituent groups, i.e., a committee of two or three members from the whole
~roup to l ook at different issues.
Discussion on this topic included: 1) a reference
by Senator Kappes to Section 3.f .• which gives the Chairperson broad authority to
appoint such a committee; 2} a statement by Senator Crager that it was the intent
of the Administrative Concerns Committee to identify issues pertinent to and to be
addressed by the entire Senate . and while the issues listed in the mi nutes of the
September 23 meeting were proposed by just one group, they were intended for
consideration by the whole; 3) statement by Senator Holt that the strength of the
Senate is i ts ability to select its own agenda, accept or reject issues brought
before the group, and the abi l ity to prioritize issues .
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Senator Wells moved that the Chairperson appoint ad hoc committees to identify
concerns pertinent to the whole Senate and take action as necessary. Senator
Marshall seconded. Senator Holt maae a friendly amendment'that all items of
concern to the Senate be moved on by the entire senate. Seconded by Senator
Gotsick. Amendment passed. Origi,nal motion passed.
Senator Conn moved that t~e,entire Senate consider an item proposed by the
Administrative Concerns Committee, that,being IIspecific guidelines with regard to
student.requirements for auditing classes.
Sec~nded by Senator Hickman.
~1otion passed.
1I

Senator Mueller made a mot1~on that all
by Senator Kappes. Motion passed.

m9tion~

be submHted in,

writi;ng~

SecQnded

Chairperson Whitson wi,ll appoi,nt an ad hoc committee to cQn!:!ider the i.tem proposed
by the Administrati.ve -Concerns. Commi.ttee, Sbe a.>keq tb;;t thp~e willi,ng to serve
on such a committee notify her in writing.
Senator Ron Jones reported that, the Support Staff Concerns Committee met just prior
to the regular Senate meeting. He stated that the major concern of the Committee
is the lack of input from its constituents. In'an attempt to contact its constituents
the Committee found that there was no complete mailing list of support staff members.
There was no way for the Committee to reach all those that it represented. Senator
Jones sought suggestions from the Senate as to the dilemma. \lJith no suggestions
being offered, he re_ported tHat the Committee would meet .again on Thursday,
October 21 at 4:00 p.m.
to· further discuss the situation.
.
.
With regard to the topic posed by the Administrative Concerns .Committee regarding
the need for l2-month 1.0. cards for l2-month employees~ Senator Kappes mqde a motion
that the Senate support this topic and recommend the issuance.of faculty/staff 1.0.
cards in June of each year. Seconded by Senator Gurley __ t40tion passed.
There being no further· business, the meeting was adjourned at, 5:14 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~l~
".
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES

Regul ar Meeting

October 14. 1982

Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggl e Room of
the Adron Doran University Center, and determined that there was a quorum .
Members absent were :
Senator Emge
Senator Mahaney
Senator Cl ever
Senator Wi ll ard

Senator

Osborne

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Sena tor

Morrison
Owen
Pierce
Vanhoose
Fl; pp; n

Sena t or
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Moran

Brown
Shanks

Holton
Will lam Robinson

Chairperson Wh i tso n ca l led for approva l of the mi nutes {as distributed} of the previous
meeting . Senator Wells made the motion for approval with a second by Senator Crosthwaite .
. Motion passed.
Senator Dowdy, Chairperson of the El ections Commi ttee, reported t hat, as a resu l t of
the quest ion raised regarding the eligibility (Article One. Section 4) of Hilliam Rogers
(a newly appointed faculty member) to fill the vacancy of Senator Ernest Hinson,
Thomas Morrison has .been appointed to serve the f inal year of Mr. Hinson's term .
Senator Dowdy moved that the Senate accept the appointment of Thomas Morri son ..
Senator Ell is seconded. Motion passed .
In accordance with the Uni versity Senate By-Laws, Section 3.b., Chairperson Whitson
appO i nted Senator Buford Crager, representing the administrators, and Senator David
Hol ton, representing the students, to serve on the Elections Committee .
In accordance . .lith the University Senate Constitution, Article Two. Section 5,
Chairperson Whitson appOin t ed Kenneth Hoffman to serve as Parliamentarian .
Chairperson Whitson thanked the 1981-82 Chairperson, Bi ll Pi erce, for the tremendous
assistance he has provided her through the transition per iod . She also stated that
in preparing for th i s year, she sought the official records of the Senate from the
past 13 years and discovered that they are not being maintained in anyone l ocation .
The reason for her records search was an attempt to compile a brief history of Senate
recommendations and accomp l ishments, and thus to focus on the importance of our ro l es
as Senators. Senator Holt moved that action be taken to collect the historical records
of the Senate, place the records in the Camden-Carrol l Library Archives, and appoint
an historian to develop a brief history of the University Senate. Senator Gotsick
seconded. Senator Ellis made a friendly amendment to have the records compiled and
bound for maintenance in the Camden~Carrol l Library.
The friend l y amendment was accepted. The original motion passed.
A brief list of recommendations and/or accomplishments include :
--establ i shment of the Morehead State University Employee l s Credit Union,
· -an increase in the dollar level of life insurance made available ,
--summer tuit i on waiver for faculty,
--change from 9-month to l 2-month distribution on faculty paychecks,
--financial planning seminars,
-- selected physical i mprovements such as parking, lighting, etc.,
- - early distribution of class schedules,
- -pass/fail class credi t,
--a ssoc i a ti on with the s ta tel</i de "Congress of Senate and Facu lty Leaders, 01 and
- -passing of resolutions to the Council on Higher Education and various
legislatures.
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New Business
A proposa l was presented to amend the Senate By-larls, Section 2.b . Discussion on
t hi s topic included: 1} a. request for the senators to refer to Section 2.c. and
the role of the Elections Comm i ttee in this matt.er; 2) a request that the proposed
change be presented now with a vo te taken at the next regularl y scheduled meeting;
3) a reminder that the Senate has a mechanism for providin9 substitutes for senators
who must be absent in a semester due to cl ass co nflicts; 4} a requ est tbat faculty
being replaced fo r a semester due to cla ss conflicts have input in the selection of
their substitute. Senator Kappes made a motion to add an agenda item as foll orlS .
"to consider an amendment to the By-lal't's that sets out procedures for the appointment
of a proxy." Senator 1~ e l 1 s seconded. Senator Mue 11 er made a fr i endly amendment to
limit discussion on .the topic to 15 minutes. Seconded by Senator Marshall, and
accepted . Original motion passed.
Senator Ka ppes made a motion that the Parliamentarian and/or Chairperson of the
Senate draft an amendment that will 'anow a senator who will be absent from a
meeting to appoi nt a proxy. Seconded by Senator Tyree . Motion passed.
Committee Reports
Senator Conn reported that the Adm ini strative Concerns Committee met just prior to
the regula r Senate meeti ng. While they discussed several of the topics that had been
listed as concern s for the year , there was nothing to report at this t ime.
Senator Sprague reported that the Facu l ty Concerns Committee met on Thursday, October 1.
The Committee has been working on a draft of the promotions/tenure/leave policy. A new
draft and survey went out t o the fac ulty sena tors and a vote is st ill ;n process .
Al so, the Faculty Concerns Comm ittee is curr ently working \,/ith the Faculty Organiza t ion s
Committee in discussions on this topic .
had met tw ice and
Senator Holdren repo rted that the
discussed items such as: 1) the
Acti vity Fee;
2) more competitive- type procedures
graduate assistants ;
3) more effective teacher evaluations; 4) administr ator evaluations ; 5) physical
improvements such as lighting, sidewalks, etc. Senator Holdren asked for the
appointment of a joint committee of senators for the purpose of talking with the
other constituent groups, i.e . , a committee of two or three members from the whole
group t o look at di fferent is sues . Discussion on this topic included : 1) a reference
by Senator Kappes to Section 3. f . , which gives the Cha irpe rso n broad authority to
appoint such a committee; 2) a statement by Senator Crager that it was the intent
of the Administrative Concerns Committee to identify issues pertinent to and to be
addressed by the entire Senate , and while the issues listed in the mi nutes of the
September 23 meeti ng were proposed by just one group, they were intended for
consideration by the whole; 3) statement by Senator Holt that the strength of the
Senate is its ability to select its own agenda, accept or reject issues brought
before the group, and the abi l ity to priorit i ze issues.
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Senato r Wells moved that the Chai rperson appoint ad hoc committees to identify
concerns pertinent to the whole Senate and take action as necessary . Senator
Marshall seconded . Senator Holt made a friendly amendment that all items of
concern to the Senate be moved on by the entire Senate . Seconded by Senator
Gots lc k. Amendment passed. Or igina l mo tion passed.
Senator Conn moved that tbe entire Senate consider an item proposed by the
Adm inistrati ve Concerns Cormlittee , that being "specific guidelines with regard to
student requirements for auditi ng classes.1! Seconded by Senator Hickman .
~lot;on passed .
Sena tor Mue 11 er made a motion tha tall mot; on S be submttted ; n wri.ti.ng,
by Sen ator Kappes. ~lot;on passed ,

Seconded

Chairperson Whitson wi ll appo int an ad hoc commtttee to cQn~ ; der. the item proposed
by t he Admi ni strati ve Concerns. Committee . She asked tllA t tho~e \'Ii l li..ng to serve
on such a committee notify her in writing .
Senator Ron Jones reported that the
met j ust prior
to the regul ar Senate meeting. He
e Committee
is the lack of input from its constituents . In itn attempt to contact its constituents
the Committee fo und that there was no complete mail ing li st of support staff members.
There was no way for the Committee to reach all those that it represented. Senator
Jones sought suggestions from the Senate as to the dilemma . ~Iith no suggestion s
being Offered, he reported tliat the Committee wou ld meet .again on Thursday ,
October 21 at 4:00 p.m. to furthe r discuss t he s ituation.
With regard to the topiC posed by the Adm i nistrati ve Concerns Commi ttee regarding
the need for 12-month 1.0. cards for 12 -month employees , Senator Ka ppes mqde a mot ion
that t he Senate support this topic and recommend the issuance of facu l ty/staff 1.0.
cards in June of each year. Seconded by Senator Gurl ey . t~ot ;on passed .
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:14 p.m .
Res pectfull y subm i tted ,

Cl~
-.
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MOREHEAO STATE UN IV ERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regula)~

Meeting

Oc taber 28. 1982
Vice Chairperson Hells called the meeting to order at 4:10 p .m. in the Riggle Room of
the Adron Doran University Center, and determined that there was a quorum.
Members absent \'Iere:

Senator Crager
Senator Mahaney
Sena tor Hickman

Sena tor Kappes
Sena tor C1 ever
Senator Willard

Senator Osborne
Senator James Ro binson
Senator Whitson
Senator Holt

Senator Marsha 11
Senator Pepper Tyree

Senator O\<len

Senator Van Hoose
Senator Dixon
Senator Ron Jones

Sena tor Holton

Senator William Robinson

Vice Chairperson Wells cal led for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the
prev iou s meet ing. Senator t1ueller moved that the minutes be approved with a second
by Senator Teater . Motion passed.
Vi ce Cha ; rperson ~Ie 11 s reported tha t the Sena te recorrrnenda ti on wherei n "12 - month identi fication cards for faculty and staff employees of the University be issued in Ju ne of
each year" was transmitted to the President. President Norfleet responded with an
affirma t ive and the identification cards will be issued in June.
Unfinished Business
A second and final reading \o"Jas held on the proposed amendment to the Senate By-Laws.
Final reading of Section 2.b.:
The University Senate has the authori t y t o declare vacancies in its membership
by reasons of absenteeism, reSignation, or other appropriate circumstances.
The Cha i rperson will withdraw from membership any Senator not in attendance at
any three consecutive meetings unless such absence has been explained, in
writing. before the fa ct.
Senator Meade moved that the Se nate adopt the amendment.
Mo tion carr i ed .

Senator Gotsick seconded.

At the October 14 meeting of the University Senate . the topic of "specific guildelines
"lith regard to student requirements for auditing. classes" was approved as an item to
be considered by the Senate .. Chairperson Whitson appointed an Ad Hoc Committee on
Auditing Classes to consider this.. item. She requested ;n writing that the Senate
approve the Committee she had recommended. Senator Ris moved that the Senate accept
the Commi ttee. Sena tor B1 air seconded. Motion carr; ed .
As a follow-up to a concern expressed by Senator Holdren of the Student Concerns
Comm ittee at the October 14 meeting. Chairperson Whitson requested in writing that
the Senate consider the topic of IIUniversity Evaluation Procedures" and the Ad Hoc
Commi t tee on University Evaluation Procedures as presented. Extensive discussion
follo"l ed on various aspects of this subject and the Corrmittee that was being recommended, includ ing the intent of the proposal, the constituency make - up of the Com mittee, and the charge of the Committee. Senator Morrison moved to add the word
"Personnel" to the title of the topic. The top i C would then read "University
Personnel Evaluation Procedures." Senator Gurley seconded. Motion carried.
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Senator Emge moved to add the words "Need for" to the title of the topic. The topic
would then read "Need for University Personnel Evaluation Procedures." Senator Meade
seconded. Moti on carri ed. Sen a tor Tea ter moved to accep t the topic as amended.
Senator Pierce seconded . Motion carried. Senator Emge moved to accept the Ad Hoc
Corrmittee on the Need for University Personnel Evaluation Procedures. Senator f.lorrison
seconded. Motion carried.
As a follow-up to a concern expressed by Senator Holdren of the Student 'Concerns
Committee at the October 14 meeting, Chairperson Whitson requested in writing that
the Senate consider the topic of "Campus life" and the Ad Hoc Corrll11ittee on Campus
Life as presented . Extensive discussion followed with Senator Holdren clarifying
the term campus life as used in this context to mean items such as lighting,
sidewalks. the non-academic, pbysical problems. Senator Adkins moved that the Senate
accept this topic for consideration. Senator Gotsick seconded. Motion carried.
New Bus iness
The first reading of a proposed amendment to the Senate By-Laws was held. This amendmen t wi 11 have its second and fi na 1 read i nQ and be voted on a t the next regu 1ar 1y
scheduled meeting, November 11 . ' The first'reading of Section 2.c.:
When a vacancy occurs, the Chairperson , \'lith consent of the Senate, fills the
vacancy by appointment until the next regular election.
The first reading of a newly proposed Section to the Senate By-lal'/s \Vas held. This
proposed Section will have its second and final reading and be voted on at the next
regularly scheduled meeting. November 11. The fi~st reading of Section 2.d.:
A Senator who is absent at a given meeting may give written authorization to
another Senator from the same constituency to vote for him/her, and the proxy
may be counted tOI'/ard the quorum. No Senator may serve as proxy for more than
one member. Written authorization is limited to one meeting and must be presented to the Secretary prior to the meeting.
Committee Reports
Senator Conn reported that the Administrative Concerns Committee met just prior to the
regular Senate meeting. While they discussed several topics of concern that will be
dealt with as a constituency group. they have one additional item to bring to the
entire Senate. Senator Conn moveo "that the University Senate consider the feasibility
of a class attendance policy. particularly as it relates to our current scheduling
format which appears to encourage the cutting of Friday classes." Senator Gurley
seconded. Mot i on carr; ed.
Senator Sprague reported that the Faculty Concerns Committee met on Thursday, October 21.
The Committee has two resolutions to bring before the Senate. The first resolution
was submitted by Senator Sprague who moved that "the University Senate proposes that
it be University policy that University personnel be encouraged to pursue professional
act i vit; es i nsofa r as thes.e acti vit i.es do not i.nterfere with Un i vers ity duti es and
responsibilities. II Senator Fli.ppin seconded. Motion carried . Objection I'/as raised
after the vote was taken as to the I-.'ording and intent of the motion. Clarification
was provided . Questions were raised to the effect that the clarification contradicted
the ~~rd i ng of the motion. Senator Emge mov.ed that the Senate reconsider the entire
motion. Senator Gotsick seconded. Motion carried. Senator Emge then moved that

i::!.Jt(~
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"the Un; vers ity Sena t e proposes tha t the Uni vers i ty Sena te agree to study a pol i cy
that University personnel be encouraged to pursue professional activities insofar
as these activities do not interfere with University duties and responsibilities . "
Senator Harford seconded . Motion carried.
The second resolution of the Faculty Concerns Committee was submitted to the Senate
for consideration. The second ,"esolution reads "the University Senate proposes that
the Faculty Organization Commtttee or some other standing Committee of the faculty.
reviel'i rank of initial appointments, tenure and leaves as well as promotion in rank .
The Committee itself should develop policy." Senator Morrison moved to adopt this
resolution. Senator Gotsick seconded. Extensive discussion followed. Senator Conn
moved to amend the motion and change the I'.'ording to add a reference to "for full-time
teac h; ng facu 1ty. " Sena tor Graham' seconded. Motion defea ted. Sena tor Emge moved
to amend the motion and change the wording to add a reference to "faculty."
Senator Harford seconded. Motion carried. A vote was taken on the original proposal
as amended. The motion now reads "the University Senate proposes that the Faculty
Organization Committee or some other standing Committee of the faculty, review rank
of initial appointments, tenure and leaves as well as promot ion in rank for faculty.
The Committee iteself should develop policy." Motion carried .
Senator Holdren reported that the Student Concerns Committee had one proposal to bring
before the Senate. Senator Holdren moved "that the UniverSity Senate recommend that
Morehead State University institute a ceil ing .on the student activity fee, that the
fee not exceed $35 total over the next three years , with an increase of not more than
$5 per academic year, and that not more than one half of the total fee go toward
anyone area.
Senator Teater seconded. Extensive discussion followed. Senator Emge
moved to amend the wording of the motion and strike the words "total over" and insert
the words "per yea r duri ng . " Senator Fl i ppi n seconded. Mot i on carr; ed. The ori gina 1
proposal as amended was voted on. the motion now reads "that the University Senate
recommend that r~orehead State University inst'itute a ceiling on the student activity
fee, that the fee not exceed $35 per year during the next three years, with an increase
of not more than $5 per academic year, and that not more than one half of the total
fee go toward anyone area." Motion carried.
1I

Senator Dowdy reported that the Support Staff Concerns Committee had met twice since
the last Senate meeting. The Comm ittee has prepared .a memorandum that will be sent
out next ;'/eek to all University Support Staff employees seeking their input on matters
of concern. Senator' Dowdy ~eported that the Committee has issues they would like to
bring before the entire Senate bu.t they feel that there are various ad hoc conmittees
of the Senate currently in operation that might be dealing with selected issues.
The Committee requested in writing a list of the established Senate ad hoc committees
and the representation of the constituent groups on those comm;tt~es .
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:35 p.m.
~~y sub itt:d,

~n;ce

Sm ey, Secre

•
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regu 1 a l ' Meet; n9

October 28, 1982
Vice Chairperson Hells called the meeting to order at 4 : 10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of

the Adron Doran University Center, and determi ned tha t there was a quorum.
Members absent I'/ere:

Sena tor Crager

Senator Mahaney
Senator Hickman
Sena tor Ka ppe 5
Senator Cl ever
Senator Willard

Sena tor Osborne
Senator James Robinson

Senator Ol'l en
Senator Van Hoose

Senator Whitson
Senator Holt
Senator Marshall

Senator Ron Jones

Senator Pepper Tyree

Senator Dixon

Senator Holton
Senator \~ill ; am Ro bin so n

Vice Chairperson Wells cal l ed for approva l of the minutes (as distributed) of the
previous meeting. Senator Mueller moved that the mi nutes be approved with a second
by Senator Teater.

Mot i on passed.

Vice Cha i rperso n We ll s reported that the Senate recorrrnendation where in Ill2 - month ide nti ficat i on cards for faculty and staff employees of the University be issued in June of
each year" was transm i tted to the President. President Norfleet responded with an
affirmative and the identification cards will be issued in June.
Unfinished Business
A second and final read i ng was he l d on the proposed amendment to the Senate By- Laws .
Final reading of Section 2.b.:
The University Senate has the authority to dec l are vacancies in its members hi p
by reasons of absenteeism, resignation, or other appropr i ate circumstances .
The Cha; rperson wi 11 wi thdraw frOOl members hi p any Sena tor not ina ttendance at
any three consecutive meetings unless such absence has been explai ned, in
writing, before the fact.
Senator Meade moved that the Senate adopt the amendment.
Mot; on ca rri ed.

Senator Gotsic k seconded .

At the October 14 meeting of the University Senate . the topic of "specific guildelines
with regard to student requ i rements for auditing classes" was a pproved as a n item to
be considered by the Senate .. Cha i rperson Whitson appo i nted an Ad Hoc Comm it tee on
Aud i ting Classes to consider this.. item . . She requested in writing that t he Senate
approve the Commi ttee she had recommended. Senator Ris moved t hat the Senate accept
the Committee . Senator Blair seconded. Motion carried.
As a follow-up to a concern expressed by Senator Hol dren of the Student Concerns
Conunittee at the October 14 meeting, Chairperson Whitson requested in writing that
the Senate cons i der the topic of "Un i versity Evaluation Procedu r es u and the Ad Hoc
Committee on Un i versity Eva l uat i on Procedures as presented . Extensive discuss i on
followed on various aspects of this subject and the Committee that was being recom mended , including the intent of the proposal, the constituency make - up of the Committee. and the charge of the Committee. Senator Morrison moved to add the word
"Personnel" to the title of the top i c. The topic would then read "Univers i ty
Personnel Evaluat i on Procedures." Senator Gurley seconded. Motion carried.
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Senator Emge moved to add the words "Need for" to the title of t he topic. The topic
\-/Ould then read uNeed for University Personnel Eva l uation Procedures ." Senator Meade
seconded. Motion carried . Senator Teater moved to accept the topic as amended.
Sena tor Pierce seconded. Motion carried. Senator Emge moved to accept the Ad Hoc
COlTlllittee on the Need for University Personnel Evaluation Procedures. Senator fvlorrison
seconded. Motion carried.
As a follow-up to a concern expressed by Senator Holdren of the Student Concerns
Comm ittee at the October 14 meeting, Chairperson Whitson requested in writing that
the Senate co nsider the topic of "Campus Life" and the Ad Hoc Committee on Campus
Life as presented . Extensive discussion followed with Senator Holdren clarifying
the term campus life as used in this context to mean items such as lighting,
s idewalks. the non -academic, pbysical problems. Senator Adkins moved that the Senate
accept this topic fo r consideration. Senator Gotsick seconded. Motion carried.
New Business
The first reading of a proposed amendment to the Senate By- Laws was held. This amendment will have its second and firal reading and be voted on at the next regularly
scheduled meeting. November 11. The first reading of Section 2.c.:
When a vacancy occurs, the Chairperson, \'lith consent of the Sena t e, fi1ls the
vacancy by appointment until the next regular election.
The first reading of a newly proposed Section to the Senate By-lal.,.s I.,.as he ld. This
proposed Section will ha ve its second and final reading and be voted on at the next
regularl y scheduled meeting. November 11. The fi~st reading of Section 2.d . :
A Senator who is absent at a given meeting may give \-witten authorization to
another Senator from the same constituency to vote for him/her , and the proxy
may be co unted to\-lard the quorum . No Senator may serve as proxy for more than
one member . Writ ten authorizat ion is limited to one meeting and must be presented to the Secretary prior to the meeting.
Committee Reports
Senator Conn reported that the Administrative Concerns Committee met just prior to the
regular Sena te meeting. While they discussed several topics of concern that will be
dealt with as a const ituency group. they have one additional item to bring to the
entire Senate . Senator Conn movea "that the University Senate consider the feasibility
of a class attendance policy. particularly as it relates to our current scheduling
fonnat which appears to encourage t he cutting of Friday classes." Senator Gurley
seconded. Motion carried.
Senator Sprague reported that the Faculty Concerns Committee met on Thursday, October 21.
The Committee has two resolutions to bring before the Senate. The first resolution
was submitted by Senator Sprague who moved that "the University Senate proposes that
it be University policy that University personnel be encouraged to pursue profess ional
activities insofar as these activittes do not i.nterfere with University duties and
responsibilities . " Senator Fltppin seconded . Motion carried. Objection '.'/8S ra i sed
after the vote was taken as to the wording and intent of the motion. Clarification
was provided. Questions were raised to the effect that the clarification contradicted
the wording of the motion . Senator Emge mov.ed that the Senate reconsider the entire
motion . Senator Gotsick seconded. Motion carried . Senator Emge then moved that

l::: ,J:l:' 0: i.i,~ :.u,ij 'i.{; i <i:Lt~r;
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the Un; vers ity Sena te proposes tha t the Un; vers i ty Sena te agree to 5 tudy a pol; cy
that Universi ty personnel be encouraged to pursue professional activities insofar
as these activities do not interfere with University duties and responsibilities ."
Senator Harford seconded . Motion carried,
II

The second resolution of the Faculty Concerns Committee was submitted to the Senate
for consideration . The second resolution reads "the University Senate proposes that
t he Faculty Organization Committee or some other standing Committee of the faculty,
review rank of initia l appointments, tenure and leaves as well as promotion in rank .
The Committee itself should develop policy." Senator Morrison moved to (ldopt this
resolution. Senator Gotsick seconded. Ex t ensive discussion followed. Senator Con n
moved to amend the motion and change the word ing to add a reference to "for full-time
teaching faculty." Senator Graham' seconded. Motion defeated . Senator Emge moved
to amend the motion and change the wording to add a reference to "faculty."
Senator Harford seconded. Motion carried. A vote was taken on the original proposal
as amended. The motion now reads "the University Senate proposes that the Faculty
Organization Committee or some other standing Commi ttee of the facu l ty, review rank
of initial appointments, tenure and leaves as well as promotion in rank for faculty.
The Committee iteself should develop policy." Motion carried.
Senator Holdren reported that the Student Concerns Committee had one proposal to bring
before the Senate. Senator Hol dre n moved "that the University Senate recommend that
Morehead State University institute a ceiling.on the student activity fee, that the
fee not exceed $35 total over the next thr ee years, with an increase of not more than
$5 per academic year , and that not more than one half of the total fee go toward
anyone area." Senator Teater seconded. Extensive discussion followed. Senator Emge
moved to amend the wording of the motion and strike the words IItotal over u and insert
the words "per yea r during." Senator Flippin seconded. Motion carried. The original
proposal as amended was voted on. the motion now reads Uthat the University Senate
recommend that Morehead State University in st'itute a ceiling on the student activity
fee, that the fee not exceed $35 per year during the next three years. with an increase
of not more than $5 per academic year, and that not more than one half of the tota l
fee go toward anyone area." Motion carried.
Senator Dowdy reported that the Support Staff Concerns Committee had met' twice since
the last Senate meeting . The Committee has prepared ,a memorandum that will be sent
out next :'leek to all University Support Staff employees seeking the ir input on matters
of concern. Senator' Dowdy r:eported that the Committee has issues they would like to
bring before the entire Senate bU.t they feel that there are various ad hoc corrrn1ttees
of the Senate currently in operation that might be dealing with selected issues .
The Committee requested in writing a list of the established Senate ad hoc committees
and the representation of the constituent groups ~n those committ~es.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:35 p.m .
spect_fUllY sub itt:d,

9
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STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES

Regu 1a r Meet i ng
November 11, 1982

Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of
the Adron Doran University Center, and determined that there was a quorum.
Members absent were:
*Senator
Senator
Senator
*Senator
Senator
Senator

Emge
John Graham

Senator Willard
Senator Gurley

Conn

Senator Meade
Senator Marshall

Ell i s

Mahaney
Overstreet

*Senator Peters
Senator Karwatka

Senator Owen
Senator Pierce
Senator Flippin
Senator Blair
Senator Zuniga
Senator Polen
Senator Will iam Robinson

Chairperson Whitson called for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the previous
meeting. Senator Crosthwaite moved that the minutes be approved with a second by
Senator Teater. Motion carried.
In opening remarks~ Chairperson Whitson shared some of her observations gleaned over the
past few weeks as she reviewed Senate records from the last 13 years. She found a
recurring problem throughout these years concerning the proper role of the University
Senate and the proper mode of operation. She mentioned two unique Characteristics of
our Senate: 1) we are unique in being a University Senate and in attempting to bring
together the four somewhat diverse constituencies in a common forum, and 2) we have
no specific domain. no predetermined functions, no set agenda. We are bound only to
perform the functions outlined in Section 3 of our Constitution. Our purpose is to
serve:
liAs a collective body to give reactions and recommendations on issues,
problems, and questions identified by the Senate.
As a body to advise the President on the concerns of the university
community regarding issues faced by the university and on proposed
policies which affect the entire university. II
Chairperson Whitson mentioned that our scope is extremely broad--it covers anything
we say it covers. But while our Constitution does not limit us, we were never intended
to make' policy, we merely recommend, advise. react, and communicate. We seem to have
difficulty in properly accepting and carrying out the function of advising the
President on proposed policies wi'th part of the problem being that we do not have
access to those proposed policies. In actuality, we may not know what current policies
are. The point is. we need an information flow which would facilitate the function
of reacting, advising, recommending, etc .• on pro~osed policies.
Senator Kappes mentioned that there had been some discussion in the past about
publishing drafts of proposed policies. While current practice does not include such
publication/dissemination of draft policies, he suggested that it might be well for
the Senate to address this topic. After additional discussion on the current practice
of developing and sharing proposed policies and possible Senate involvement in the
procedures. Senator Harford moved to recommend that the Chairperson of the University
Senate receive a copy of the updated policy manuals and copies of drafts of proposed
policies as they circulate. in order that the Chairperson may share this information
with the Senate. Senator Gotsick seconded. Moti9n carried.
*Senators ga-v-en-otice of their ab.sence in writing. before the fact.
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Unfinished Business
A second and final reading was held on the proposed amendment to the Senate By-Laws.
Final reading of Section 2.c.:
When a vacancy occurs, the Chairperson, with consent of the Senate, fills
the vacancy by appointment until the next regular election.
Senator Mueller moved that the Senate adopt the amendment.
Motion carried.

Senator Morrison seconded.

A second and final reading was held on the newly proposed Section to the Senate By-Laws.
Final reading of Section 2.d.~
A Senator who is absent at a given meeting may give written authorization
to another Senator from the same constituency to vote for him/her, and
the proxy' may be counted toward the quorum. No Senator may serve as proxy
for more than one member. Written authorization is limited to one meeting
and must be presented to the
Secretary prior
to the meeting.
.
" .
Senator Kappes moved that the Senate adopt the new Section. Senator Wells seconded.
Discussion brought an objection from Senator Morrison to the idea of the proxy counting
toward the quorum. Addition!ll di'scussion brought a motion to amend from Senator Crager
to delete the phrase "and the proxy may be counted toward the quorum. II Senator
Morrison seconded. Motion to amend carried. Original motion as amended carried.
Senator Kappes moved that the Senate direct the Chair and the Parliamentarian to prepare
an amendment to Section 2 of the By~Laws to allow a member of the Senate to designate
a replacement to ser~e a maximum of one semester as a result of unavoidable absences
by the elected Senator. Senator Gotsick seconded. Motion carried.
As directed by the Senate, Chairperson Whitson apPointed an Ad Hoc Committee on Class
Scheduling and Attendance Policy as well as an Ad Hoc Committee on University Personnel
Professional Activities Policy.
Comrni,ttee Reports
Senator Jones reported that the Support Staff Concerns Committee met just previous to
this general meeting. The Committee has contacted its constituents by memorandum~
seeking input on their concerns. Some feedback has been received but the Committee
wants to study all items at length before reporUng to the entire Senate. Memorandums
were mailed to 552 support staff members.
Senator Holdren reported that the Student Concerns Cmmittee met on the previous
Thursday and continued discussion on several issues. They will report to the entire
Senate at a later time.
senator Sprague reported that the Faculty Concerns Committee has no resolutions to
bring before the Senate. The Faculty Concerns Committee has appointed three of its
members to be official observers at Board of Reg~nts meetings: Senator John Alcorn,
Senator Tom Morrison, and Senator Diane Ris.
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Senator Hickman reported that the Administrative Concerns Committee has nothing to
report at this time.
Chairperson reported that the University Senate now has five Ad Hoc Committees
appointed: Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes; Ad Hoc Committee on Need for
University Personnel Evaluation Procedures; Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life;
Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy; and Ad Hoc Committee
on University Personnel Professional Activities Policy. All of these Committees
were provided an opportunity to report at this time.
The only Committee providing a report was the Arl Hoc Committee on University Personnel
Professional Activities Policy. Senator Harford reported that the Committee met to
discuss the concern over University personnel engaging in activities that have been
described as professional activities and conSUlting. While the University does have
a present policy, the President is currently reviewing three proposed drafts of new
policies. only one of which was available for review by the Ad Hoc Committee. The
Committee developed the following recommendation and respectfully submitted it to the
University Senate for adoption:
The Senate recognizes the need faY' a

consi~,tent

consulting policy.

The Senate recognizes the differing responsibilities of administrators,
staff and faculty.
The Senate recognizes the value gained by Morehead State University through
the prestige of personnel involved in consulting in their respective fields.
The Senate recognizes the monetary value to the university when university
coordinated consulting takes place.
Be it therefore resolved, the University Senate r€comrnends that any policy
on consul,ting of facu1ty~ administrators and staff be deSigned to encourage
consulting activites insofar as the activities do not conflict with the
~ssigned duties of the personnels position.
l

Senator Morrison moved that the University Senate adopt the recommendation. Senator
Sprague seconded. Discussion that followed included concern over the in-service days
that faculty are asked to perform, thus missi'ng classes, and the responsibilities of
the employee1s supervisor to see that university responsibilities are met. Motion
carried.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
espectfully submitted,
Janice

~miley~

Secretary

ttl f1 It/- :> -<;-1.3
NOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES

Regular Meeting
November 11, 1982

Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of
the Adron Doran University Center. and determined that there was a quorum.
Members absent were:
/

*Senator
Senator
Senator
*Senator
Senator

Emge
John Graham

Conn
Ell is
Mahaney

Senator Overstreet

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Hillard

Gurley
Meade

Marshall

*Senator Peters
Senator Karwatka

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
5enator
Senator

Owen

Pierce
Flippin
Blair

Zuniga
Polen

Will iam Robinson

Chairperson ·Whitson called for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the previous
meeting. Senator Crosthwaite moved that the minutes be approved with a second by
Senator Teater. Motion carried.

In opening remarks, Chairperson Whitson shared some of her observations gleaned over the
past few weeks as she reviewed Senate records from the last 13 years. She found a
recurring problem throughout these years concerning the proper role of the University
Senate and the proper mode of operation. She mentioned two unique Characteristics of
our Senate: 1) we are unique in being a Universlty Senate and in attempting to bring
together the four somewhat diverse constituencies in a common forum~ and 2) we have
no specific domain. no predetermined functions, no set agenda. We are bound only to
perform the functions outlined in Section 3 of our Constitution. Our purpose is to
serve:
liAs a collective body. to give reactions and recommendations on issues.
problems, and questions identified by th.e Senate .
. As a body·to advise the President on the concerns of the university
community regarding issues faced by the university and on proposed
policies which affect the entire university. ,"I.
Chairperson Whitson mentioned that our scope is extremely broad--it covers anything
we say it covers. But while our Constitution does not limit us, we II/ere never intended
to make' policy, we merely recommend, advise, react, and communicate. We seem to have
difficulty in properly accepting and carrying out the function of adviSing the
President on proposed policles with part of the problem being that we do not have
access to those proposed policies. In.actuality, we may not know what current policies
are. The point is, we need an information flow which would facilitate the function
of reacting, advising, recommending, etc., on proposed po1ici.es.
Senator Kappes mentioned that there had been some discussion in the past about
publishing drafts of proposed policies. While current practice does not include such
publication/dissemination of draft policies, he suggested that it might be well for
the Senate to address this topic. After additional discussion on the current practice
of developing and sharing proposed policies and possible Senate involvement in the
procedures, Senator Harford moved to recommend that the Chairperson of the University
Senate receive a copy of the updated policy manuals ,and copies of drafts of proposed
policies as they circulate, in order that the Chairperson may share this information
with the Senate. Senator Gotsick seconded. Motion carried.
*Senators ga-v-e-noticeoftheir absence in writing, before the fact.

--
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Unfinished Business
A second and final reading was held on the proposed amendment to the Senate By-Laws.
Final reading of Section 2.c.:
When a vacancy occurs, the Chairperson, with consent of the Senate, fills
the vacancy by appointment until the next regular election.
Senator Mueller moved that the Senate adopt the amendment.
Motion carried.

Senator Morrison seconded.
e

e

A second and final reading was held on the newly proposed Section to the Senate By-Laws.
Final reading of Section 2.d.;
A Senator who is absent at a given meeting may give written authorization
to another Senator from the same constituency to vote for him/her, and
the proxy may be counted toward the quorum. No Senator may serve as proxy
for more than one member. Written authorization is limited to one meeting
and must be presented to t.he Secretary pri9.T to the ,!,eeting.
Senator Kappes moved that the Senate adopt the new Section. Senator Wells seconded.
Discussion brought an objection from Senator Morrison to the idea of the proxy counting
toward the quorum. Additional discussion brought a motion to amend from Senator Crager
to delete the phrase dand the proxy may be counted toward the quorum.
Senator
Morrison seconded. Motion to amend carried. Original motion as amended carried.
II

Senator Kappes moved that the Senate direct the Chair and the Parliamentarian to prepare
an amendment to' Section 2 of the By·:Laws to allow a member of the Senate to designate
a replacement to serve 11 maximum of one semester as a result of unavoidable absences
by the elected Senator. Senator Gotsick seconded. Motion carried.
As directed by the Senate, Chairperson Wh{tson appointed an Ad Hoc Committee on Class
SchedUling and Attendance Policy as well as an Ad Hoc Committee on University Personnel
Professional Activities Policy.
ComrnHtee Reports
Senator Jones reported that the Support Staff Concerns Committee met just previous to
this general meeting. The Committee has contacted its constituents by memorandum,
seeking input on their cont:erns. Some feedback has been received but the Committee
wants to study all items at length before reporttng to the entire SenatE!. Memorandums
were mailed to 552 support staff members.
Senator Holdren reported that the Student Concerns Cmmittee met on the previou?
Thursday and continued discussion on several issues. They will report to the entire
Senate at a later time.
Senator Sprague reported that the Faculty Concerns Committee has no resolutions to
bring before the Senate. The Faculty Concerns Committee has appointed three of its
members to be official observers at Board of Regents meetings: Senator John Alcorn,
Senator Tom Morrison, and Senator Diane Ris.

./
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Senator Hkkman reported that the Administrative Concerns Committee has nothing to
report at this time.

Chairperson reported that the University Senate now has five Ad Hoc Committees
app.ointed:

Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes; Ad Hoc Committee on Need for

University Personnel Evaluation Procedures; Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life;
Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy; and Ad Hoc Committee
on University Personnel Professional Activities Policy, All of these Committees
were provided an opportunity to report at this time.
I

The only Committee providing a report was the Ad Hoc Committee on University Personnel
Professional Activities Policy. Senator Harford reported that the Committee met to
discuss the concern over University personnel engaging in activities that have been
described as professional activities and consulting. While the University does have
a present policy, the President is currently reviewing three proposed drafts.bf new
poliCies, only one of which was available for review by the Ad Hoc Committee. The
Committee developed the following recommendation and respectfully submitted it to the
University Senate for adoption:
The Senate recogn i zes the need for a can si ~.tent consul ti ng pol icy.
The Senate recognizes the differing responsibilities of administrators,
staff and faculty.

.. ,

The Senate recognizes the value gained by Morehead State University through
the prestige of personnel involved in consulting in their respective fields.
The Senate recognizes the monetary value to the- university when university
coordinated consulting takes place.
Be it therefore resolved. the University Senate r~commends that any policy
on consulting of faculty, administrators and staff be designed to encourage
consulting activites insofar as the activities~do not conflict with the
assigned duties of the personnels' positio~.
Senator Morrison moved that the Universi"ty Senate adopt the recommendation. Senator
Sprague seconded. Discussion that followed included concern over the in-service days
that faculty are asked to perform, thus missing classes. and the responsibilities of
the employee 1 s supervisor to see that university responsibilities are met. Motion
carried.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
espectfully submitted,

~miley~

Janice
Secretary

~

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting
9, 1982

Dec~mber

Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle
the Adron Doran University Center, and determined that there was a quorum.
Members absent were:
*Sena tor Conn
*Sena tor Ell i s

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Mahaney
Kappes

Clever
Willard

Senator Osborne

*Senator Busroe
Senator Crosthwaite
Senator Owen
Sena tor Dixon
Senator Fl ippin
*Senator Do"dy

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Sena tor

Room of

Ron Jones

Cornett
Breck Tyree
Shanks

Meadows
Wi 11 i am
Robinson

Chairperson ~lhitson called for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the previous
meet i n9. Sena tor We 11 s moved tha t the m; nu tes be a pproved with a second by Sena tor

Holton.

Motion carried.

In opening remarks, Chairperson Whitson requested and received the approval of the
Senate to extend an invitati.on to President Norfleet to attend the next Senate
meeting on January 13~ 19B3 . She emphasized the opportunity such a meeting would
provide to ask questions and seek clarification on matters. She sought suggestions
from the Senators on how to gain the most from the President'·s attendance and asked
that topics for d;scu~·s;on be submitted in advance so that she might forward them
to the President.
Unfinished Buslness
A first reading was held on the proposed amendment to the Senate By-Laws. This
amendment will have its second and final reading and be voted on at the next regularly
scheduled meeting~ January l3~ 19B3. The first reading of Section 2.e.:
A senator serving a three-year term who, by reason of regularly assigned
university responsibilities, will be unable to attend Senate meetings for
up to one seme~ter, shall give written authorization for another person
from the same constituency to serve as his/her replacement during the
period of absence.
Committee Reports
The University Senate has four P.d Hoc Committees currently functioning.
reports were as follows.

Committee

Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes - Senator Overstreet reported that his Committee
had reviewed University catalogs back to the 1960 l s seeking information on the
procedures for auditing classes. They found nothing dif.ferent from the procedures
now being followed. There were no explicit instructions on procedures for auditing
classes~ As a result, the Committee requested permission from the Senate to do a
survey of thos.e unfversity employees who hold faculty status for the purpose of

*Senators gave notice of their absence in writing, before the fact.

,
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determining what types of auditing procedures are currently being used throughout
the University. With the survey results in hand this Committee would then join
with the Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy to develop a
joint resolution for presentation to the Senate. Thus, Senator Overstreet moved
that the Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes conduct a survey of those who hold
faculty status, inc l uding administrators with faculty rank. for the purpose of
determining current policies/procedures relative to the auditing of classes.
Senator Gotsick seconded. Motion carried.
Ad Hoc Committee on the Need for University Personnel Evaluation Procedures Senator Holt reported that his Committee had met and discussed the matter. He
prefaced his report \>Iith a question to the Senate. He asked "how does the Senate
view the issue of Morehead State University instituting more formal evaluation
procedures than now exist? Should the issue be addressed?" Extensive discussion
followed. As a result of this discuss i on, Senator Holt restated his question
"how many Senators beHeve that the University evaluation procedures now in
existence need no study? Please respond with a show of hands.
There being no
response, Senator Holt stated that in accordance with the Constitution, the Senate
has identified an issue and has established that there is a need for a study to
cons i der ; nstitu ti'ng more forma 1 eva 1ua ti on procedure's than now ex i s t. The current
Committee has completed its work. For the purpose of developing more specific
recommendations on this issue, Senator Holt moved that the University Senate
establi~h a committee to prepare for Senate consideration, some specific recolTlTlenda tions on mod i fying or adding to existing evaluation procedures at Morehead State
University. Senator Gurley seconded. Motion carried. Chairperson Whitson
requested that any Senators interested in serving on this committee, please adv i se
her in writing.
II

Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life - Senator Holdren reported that his Committee had
met twice 'and was in the process of seeking input from the university community
via an article in the Trail Blazer. Three areas of concern that had been identified
included electrical wiring problems and floor outlets in the typing classrooms of
Combs Build i ng, lighting problems beb/een the Administration Building and the
telephone maintenance building, and the regularity with which university vehicles
are maintained and if the maintenance is done by qualified personnel . The
Committee requested no Senate action at this time.
Ad Hoc Committee on Cl ass Scheduling and Attendance Policy - no report.
Senator Holdren reported that the Student Concerns Committee was continuing to
look at several areas of concern that had been mentioned previously, i.e., the
status of graduate assistants on campus and the length of term of student representatives to the Senate. A more complete report wi l l be provided at a later date.
Senator Sprague reported that the Faculty Concerns
present to the Senate. Resolution reads:

Con~l;ttee

has a resolution to
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Whereas the Council on Higher [ducation ' s Pre-College Curriculum
will help achieve a goal of the Pritchard Committee on Higher Education
in Kentucky's Future. namely that of having students adequately prepared
to su~cessfully meet the challenge of col lege, be it resolved that the
University Senate supports the Counci l on Higher Education's Pre -College
Curriculum.
Senator Sprague moved for the adoption of this resolution . Senator Morr i son seconded .
In response to an inquiry for a more detailed explanation on the content and purpose
of the Pre-College Curriculum, Senator Emge provided an indepth. up-ta-date report
on the status of the curriculum as well as some recent developments invol vi ng guidelines for minimum admission to the University. He stated that the Pre - College Curriculum
I>las only one facet/aspect of the total package. These new guidelin.es (dated
October 4, 1982) on minimum admission standards, address an issue of restrictions on
admiss ions to the Un i versity. He explained that the Pre-College Curricu l um alone
ha s recei ved approval as amended. These new guideli nes on admissi on restrictions
will be addressed at the Council on Higher Education meeting. January 13 , 1983.
Following additional discussion by various Senators the resolution supporting the
Pre -College Curriculum was passed .
Senator Holt offered the follol>/ing as an amendment to the resolution. He moved
that the University Senate resoundly rejects the October 4. 1982 guidelines and
particularly the 20% and 50% 1 imitations of the Program COlTlTlittee. Senator Holdren
seconded . Pollowing additional discussion the amendment to the resolution was passed.
Senator Overstreet reported that the Administrative Concerns Committee has no further
recommendations for the Senate at this time.
Senator Moran reported that the _~port Staff Concerns Committee has referred two
items to the Secretaria'/Clerica~Committee which the President has cal l ed back into
session . Other concerns are being studied and a more complete report wi l l be
provided at a later date .
There being no further business. the meeting I>/as adjourned at 5:14 p.m .

o=y~~~

d.'~ice Sm~
Secretary

v

-

:;:;

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regu la r Meet ing
Oecember 9, 1982
Chairperso n Whitson cal led the meeting to order at 4: 10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of
the Adron Doran University Center, and determined tha t there was a quorum.
Members absent were:

*Sena tor Conn
*Sena tor Ell i s
Senator Maha ney
Sena tor Kappes

Senator Clev er
Sen. tor Will. rd
Senator Osborne
Chairperson

~lhit so n

*5ena tor Busroe

Senator
Sena tor
Senator
Sena tor

Crosthwaite
Owen
Dixon
Flippin

*Senator Oo\'/dy

Senator Ron Jones
Senator Cornet t
Senator Breck Tyree
Senator Shank s
Sena tor Meadows

Senator Will lam

Robinson
ca lled for approval of t he minutes (as distributed) of the previous

meet i n9 . Sena tor We 11 5 moved tha t the m; nu tes be a pproved with a second by Senator
Holton. Mo t ion carried.

In open ing remarks. Chairperson Whi tson requested dnd receiv ed t he approval of the
Senate to extend an i nv i tatton to President Norfleet to atte nd the next Sena te
meeting on Ja nuary 13, 1983. She emphasized the opportun ity suc h a meeting would
provide to ask questions and seek clarifi cat ion on matters . She sought suggestions
from the Senators on how to ga in the most from the Preside nt" s attendance and asked
that topics for discus's ion be submitted in advance so that she migh t forward t hem
to the Preside nt.
Unfinished Busi,ness
A f irst reading was held on the propos ed ame ndment to t he Senate By-Laws. Thi s
amendme nt will have its second and final read ing and be voted on at the next regularly
scheduled meeting, Ja nuary 13, 1983. The first reading of Section 2.e . :
A senator serving a three-year term "'Iho. by reason of regularly assigned
un i versity responsibi lities , will be una bl e to attend Senate meetings for
up to one seme~ter, shall give wri tten authorization for another person
from the same constituency to serve as hi s/ her replacement durin g the
per iod of absence .
Committee Reports
The Un i versity Senate has four
reports \o"lere as follows.

Pn Hoc Conmittees curren t l y functioning . Committee

Ad Hoc Committee on Aud iting Cla sses - Senator Overstreet reported tha t his Committee
had reviewed University catalogs back to the 1960 ' s seeking information on the
proced~res for auditing classes.
They found nothing different from the procedure s
now belng followed. There were no explicit instructi ons on procedures for aud iting
classes ~ As a result, the Committee reques ted permi ssion from the Senate to do a
su rvey of thos,e univer sit,y employees who hold faculty status for the purpose of

*Sena tors gave notice of their absence in wr i,ting, before the fact.
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determining \.'Ihat types of auditing procedures are currentl y being used throughout
the University. With the survey results in hand this, Corrmittee would then join
wi th the Ad Hoc Committee on Cl ass Schedu 1i n9 and Attendance Po 1icy to devel op a
joint reso lu t ion for presentation to the Senate . Thus, Senator Overs treet moved
that the Ad Hoc Committee on Auditi ng Classes conduct a survey of those who hold
facu lty status, including administrators with faculty rank, for the purpose of
determi ning curren t po l ic ie s/procedures relative to the auditing of classes.
Senator Gotsick seconded . Motion carried.
Ad Hoc Comm ittee on the Need for University Personnel Evaluation Procedures Senator Holt reported that his Committee had met and discussed the matter. He
prefaced his report with a question to the Senate. He asked "how does the Senate
view the issue of Morehead State University inst i t ut ing more formal eva l uati on
procedures than now exist? Shou ld the i ssue be addressed?" Extensive discussion
followed. As a resu l t of this discussion, Senator Holt restated his question
"how many senators beli eve that the ,University evaluation procedures now in
existence need no study? Please respond with a show of hands . There being no
response , Senator Hol t stated that in accordance with the Con stituti on, the Senate
has identi fied an issue and has established that the re i s a need for a st udy to
consider instituti'ng more formal evaluation procedure's than now exist. The current
Committee has comp leted i ts work . For the purpose of developing more specifi c
recommendations on this issue, Senator Holt moved tha t the University Senate
estab li ~ h a committee to prepare for Senate cons i deration , some speCifi c recorrmenda tions on modifytng or adding to ex i sting eval uat ion procedures at ~10rehead Stat e
University . Senator Gurley seconded . Mo ti on carr ied . Chairperson Whitson
requested that any Senators interested in serving on this comm ittee, please advise
her in writing.
II

Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life - Senator Holdren reported that his Committee had
met twi ce 'and was i n the process of seeking input from the university communi ty
via an art i cl e in the Trail Blazer . Three areas of concern that had been identified
inc l uded electrical wiring problems and floor outlets in t he typing classrooms of
Combs Build ing, lighting problems between the Administrat ion Bu ildi ng and the
telephone ma intenance buil di ng, and the regularity with which university ve hicles
are maintained and if the maintenance is done by qualifi ed personnel. The
Comm ittee requ ested no Senate action at this t ime .
Ad Hoc Commit tee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy - no report.
Senator Holdren reported that t he Student Concerns Committee was continuing to
l ook at several areas of concern that had been mentioned nreviously, i . e., the
status of graduate assistants on campus and the length of term of student representa tives to the Senate . A more compl ete report will be provided at a later date,
Senator Sprague reported that the Facu lty Concerns
present to the Senate. Resolution reads:

C~J1ttee

has a resoluti on to
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r~inutes

Whereas the Council on Higher E·ducation's Pre-College Curriculum
will help achieve a goal of the Pritchard Committee on Higher Education
in Kentucky's Future. namely that of having students adequately prepared
to su~cessfu11y meet the cha llenge of college. be it resolved that the
University Senate supports the Counci l on Higher Education's Pre-College
Curriculum.
Senator Sprague moved for the adoption of this resolution. Senator Morrison seconded .
In response to an inquiry for a more detailed explanati on on the content and purpose
of the Pre-College Curriculum. Senator Emge provided an indepth. up-to-date report
on the status of the curriculum as well as some recent developments involving guidelines for minimum admission to the University. He stated that the Pre-College Curriculum
was only one facet/aspect of the total package . These new guidelin.es (dated
October 4, 1982) on minimum admission standards,address an issue of restrictions on
admissions to the University. He explained that the Pre- Col l ege Curriculum al one
has received approval as amended. These new guideli nes on admission restrictions
wil l be addressed at the Council on Higher Ed ucation meeting, January 13, 1983.
Following additional discussion by various Senators the resolution supporting the
Pre-College Curriculum was passed .
Senator Holt offered the fol lowi ng as an amendment to the resolution. He moved
that the University Senate resoundly rejects the October 4. 1982 guide lines and
particularly the 20% and 50% 1imitations. of the Program Committee. Senator Holdren
seconded. Following additional discussion the amendment to the resolution was passed.
Senator Overstreet reported that the Admin i strative Concerns Commi ttee has no further
recommendations for the Senate at thiS--time.
Senator Moran reported that the ~port Staff Concerns Committee has referred two
items to the Secretarial/Clerical Committee which the President has called back into
session. Other concerns are being studied and a more complete report will be
provided at a later date.
There being no further business, the meeti ng was adjourned at 5:14 p.m.

~~;
Secretary

TO:

University Senate Member

DATE:

January 21, 1982

The University Senate will meet at 4~lO pm Thursday~ January
28,1982, in the Riggle Room. Please try to attend •

.

-~~.~.~.~.~-~.-----------.---.---"--,-.-.-------~-.-'=~"""="

..

'M~!i0!ANDU!'!

,

TO:

University Senate Member

DATE:

January 21, 1982

The University Senate will meet at 4:10 pm Thursday, January
28, 1982, in the Riggle Room. Please try to attend.

TO:

DATE:

University Senate Member
January 21, 1982

The University Senate will meet at 4: 10 pm Thursday, January
28,1982, in the Riggle Room. Please try to attend.
4." ,'"

• ,,,.

'"

--'--

"------~--.-

MEMORANDUH
TO:

University Senate Member

DATE:

January 21, 1982

The University Senate will meet at 4:10 pm Thursday, January
28, 1982, in the Riggle Room. please try to attend.

----

AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
Febiuaiy~ll, j(~~J

I.
II.
III.

tv.
V.
~I.

Call to

order~

roll call and determination of quorum

Approval of minutes of December 10, 1981 meeting
Reports from Faculty Concerns Committee
Administrators Concerns Committee
Student Concerns Committee
Support Staff Concerns Committee

New Business
Ann~uncements

Adjournment

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
FACULTY CONCERNS CCMtlITrEE SURVEil ,p.ESUL' ..,

MORI{HEAD, g-r.:NTUCK'Y 40351

#1

PERC&P1'ION OF ll'!PGfiTANCE OF SEI,ECTED .Acrrv

Rate :frC'Jm #1 (most imporl·a,n-t 2 to 115 (least.. import.ant).
Item rat.ed
1
2
"J
l.}
5
Position 'r'otal

Library

131.010.001.000.000.

564 points

WMKY

002.064.0J9.026.0l).

304 poi.l~:ts

Farm

00).024.0)8.042.0J7.

202 points

ADO

001; 028. OJ7. 0)5.04).

197 points

Athletics

004.012.021.0)7.070.

131 points

144 complete returnsj J partial returns(not included)=147
263 sent out::: 56% rd-crnecH Points based on #1::::4 #2==:]
#)=2 #11'"1 #5~0.
' ,

,

===

----.::~',:,.===:::;:,:':"---=

#2 .IQENTIFIQATION (Jl!' FACULTY ~9N'CERNS

249<Poll:cy on granting rank, promotion, tenure, feedback on p:t:'Omotion~
227-Evaluation process for Administ.ration by faculty.
221-Faculty' P?-rtlcipation in Dniversity Hanagement. .
3
4
185-~nf'ormation .rega.1.:ding budgetary allocations and fiscal management'.
5
178:""Cross oa.<npus pol:icies teaching and workloads.
6
loB'-Communication channels behleen faculty and administration.
7
085~Advising system study.
8
07l-Idcnti:fication of Ad.-Hoc committees and their functions._
9
0.53-Feedback on committee reports and. reconunendat.ions.
II
037-Circulat(li!. up-dated policies f'or the Faculty. Handbook..
10
041-~-Suf:f.icient lead time in pre-registration, scheduling, etc.
12
035-Class Re.;;: ;,..';>t.rat,infi Process
"1,,,3__ ,. 032 -E'!!:~l ty g~""~".l.7c::I=,n"t,,e,,-rvec-"'O·ec-'i"rsC-;;c"";;,-_______~____,. "'___'~,____ '
Concerns" Relating to 'Faculty-CRF
Conce:t:ns Relating
Governance of' the U'niversity=('J(G
Concerns Relating to Studen·ts=CRS
_____G~~neral Concerns Related to the University=CRU

1
2

to

CRF
CRF
CRG
eRG

CRF
CRG
CRS
eRG
eRG

enG
OW

CRU
C~

DEPARTMiNr OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES

UPO BOX 845

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351
TELEPHONE 606-783-3235

Feb . 17 ,1982
To whom i t may concern :
I

have made a decision t o resign from the University Senate .

My main reason f or resi gning is that I have Geology Club meetings
every other Thursday . Not only am I not abl e to participate in some

of

the meetings, but I am also doing the Senate a disservice by being
absent at hal f the me etings . It would be better for both organizations
if I resign

f~ ~m

one .
Sincerely,

_

lfJd,cu':! ;Jtr:J!f!c,,~
Richard MuD. ins

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

February 18, 1982

TO:

President Morris L. Norfleet

FROM:

Debby Hard ~ Secretary of University Senate

RE:

Ad Hoc Committees Appointed by President

Dear President Norfleet;
In accordance with a motion passed by the University Senate, I am
requesting from you a list of ad hoc committees which you have appointed.
The list should include the committee name, purpose, members, sunset date,
and any other information concerning these committees you choose to include.
We appreciate your efforts to communicate this information to the
University Senate.

;g4°h/~
Debby Ward, Secretary

Minutes of the FACULTY ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE
Member absent:

"

me~ting

of Februar,y 19, 19S2.

Roger Jones

The meeting was c~lled to order by Chairman, Dr. Eugene Martin, at 2:00 p.m.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss op~rating procedures for processing portfolios.
Minutes of the meeting of January 26 were approved as distributed.
Prior to consideration of main agenda item, Dr. Martin led a discussion concerning selection of members of standing committees for 1982-1983. Questions
concerned: 1) When should names be submitted to the faculty? 2) What method for
selecting nominees should be employed? 3) Which committees do we select and which
are appointed by President Norfleet? Conclusions arrived at were: 1) Election
should occur before end of Spring Semester. 2) In each school, faculty should be
poled to determine volunteers for committees. 3) Dr. Martin will check on survey
form used in past ~d will check with President Norfleet on committees he appoints.
4) Dr. Thomas will find earlier document de3.ling with standing corrnnittee functions
and submit same to Dr. Martjn.
Operating procedures for proces;ing l?ortfolios decid~d on by the-~rrmlittee are:
1) In order to have a quorum, eight members must be present. At least one
representative from each school must be present. Seven affirmative votes
are required for a favorable recommendation except in the situation listed
as item 4.
2) Voting will be by secret ballot. There will be no absentee voting.
3) All proceedings are to be confidential.
4) If a member, or, a spouse of a member applies for promotion, that member
will not participate in,deliberations or voting. In such instances on~
six affirmative votes are required for a favorable recommendation. The
chairman will pull any partfGlio of a member or Il!~b~r. sp91,l!le, -application
from the, files so tha:':! meJtLber.may ,not kn?w,about deliberations.
.
5) The committee will 'review p'qrtiolios by r~s. Review will involve applications for Professor, Associate 'Professo~, As~istant Pro~essor; in that
order.
",
6)

Committee report is to be signed by'~ali members. The. report -will contain
our rationale iffid,the number,of yes 'and, nO'wtes:"~'

~

.

Before adjourning,' Dr. ',Martin: ~~dded,t'h~ ,c'armti-btee th~t p'ortfolios were to
__ be _available to the FacultY-"Or:g.;rnization. :Comrnittee. by~March 1. These will be placed
in a sequre file for our- exaroin9.tio~.
'\~"
--~'-'-;'-!-"-'
Meeting adjourned at 2.:54-·p.m.
Respectful~

submitted

;5J!M.I/ f~," ~.
Ben V. Flora, Jr.
Secretary

I

~

- ,.:'
,

",
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AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
February 25, 1982

L
II.
III.

IV.
V.
VI.

Call to order, roll call and determination of quorum
Approval of

m~utes

of February 11, 1982 meeting

Reports from Faculty Concerns Committee
Administrators Concerns Committee
Student Concerns Committee
Support Staff Concerns Committee
New', Business
Election of Chairperson Elect
Announcements
Adjournment
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AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
February 25. 1982

1.
II.
III.

IV.
V.
VI.

Call to order. roll call and determination of quorum
Approval of minutes of February 11, 1982 meeting
Reports from Faculty Concerns Committee
Administrators Concerns Committee
Student Concerns Committee
Support Staff Concerns Committee
NelV' Business
Election of Chairperson Elect
Announcements
Adjournment

-3-? - II..
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AGENDA

THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
March 25, 1982

I.

II.
III.

Call to order, roll call and determination of quorum

Approval of minutes of February 25, 1982 meeting
Reports from Faculty Concerns Committee
Administrators Concerns Committee
Student Conc,erns Committee
Support Staff Concerns Committee

IV.

New Business

V.

Announcements

VI.

,

Adjournment

C4{II-I 'f- ~ ~~

-

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY SENATE
NOMINATiON FORM

I do hereby

nominate,__

,.cLo"o~
"""""L"",,,,--;,",,
/J'f~~T.:r'
______'" , "odid," foe th'
r:,:rr,
io)

University Senate for the term beginning in 1982- 83 representing t he following:

Constituent

(Check One)

At-large

(from School or Bureau)

ADM INISTRATOR SENATOR,

e'ither

D

oe

FACULTY SENATOR,

ei ther

[2]

oe

SUPPORT STAFF SENATOR,

either

D

"

~

(Check Only One)

nominee represents the fol l owing constituency:

ADMINISTRATORS :

Bureau of Academic Affairs.

Bureau of Fiscal Affairs .
Bureau of Student Affairs

Bureau of Un i versity and Regional Services.

·0
·0
'0

o

Independent Di vis ions _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .~
(AthleticS, Budget, Planning. Public Information)
FACUL TV :

.lE]

School of Appl i ed Science/Technology.

Schoo l of Busi ness and Economic s .

~

School of Education .

0

School of Humanities.

.~

School of Sciences/Mathematics.

·0

School of Social Sci ences .

.~

SUPPORT STAFF:
Bureau of Academic Affairs.

0

Bureau of Fi scal Affairs .

'D

Bureau of Student Affairs
BUreau of University and Regional Services.
Other (President'S Office and Independent Di v.)
J have the prior approval of my candidate for nominatl0n .
SiGNED

RETURN TO UPO 1020
DEADLINE MARCH 26, 1982

'0

0
.0

~(yes.)

L:j- &
7

D
D
D

"i"i I
~

~

AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
April 8, 1982

I.
II.
III.

Call to order, roll call and determination of quorum
Approval of minutes of February 25, 1982 meeting
Reports from Faculty Concerns Committee
Administrators Concerns Committee
Student Concerns Committee
Support Staff Concerns Committee

IV.

New Business

V.

Announcements

VI.

Adjournment

AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
April 8, 1982

I.
II.

III.

Call to order, roll call and determination of quorum
Approval of minutes of February 25, 1982 meeting
Reports from Faculty Concerns Committee
Administrators Concerns Committee
Student Concerns Committee
Support Staff Concerns Committee

IV.

New Business

V.

Announcements

VI.

Adjournment

11I1f11-J- )-C/j

'AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
April 22, 1982
I.
II.
III.

IV.

Call to order, roll call and determination of quorum
Approval of minutes 6f February 25, 1982 meeting
'Report from Elections Committee

Reports from Faculty Concerns Committee
Administrators Concerns Committee
Student Concerns, Committee
Support Staff Concerns Committee

v.

New Business

VI.

Announcements

,: VII.

Adjournment

C(/,411-r-{p~ 14r"

ELECTIONS FOR UNIVERSITY SENATE

:1

The University Senate Com;nittee on Elections, composed of Charlotte 'Dowdy.,

"

and James Robinson. have announced that the deadline for nominating others
or declaring one's own candidacy for election as a student.senator',is 4iDO
Friday~

p.m.

September 10. 1982.

.~.

,~

'~. " '/'

- - , .. '.

~

one-year terms.

.'"

Of the fifteen. two are to be elected fro!"'1 each SchOQl and .:

,

"

,.

. " .:

:.~.~i

A total of fifteen students are to be elected to the University Senate for

".

q,.
-~

1'<
i

1 .;

, " .'

three are to be elected from the student body at-lar~e." A student is defined.. ·' ,{!.
as a person engaged in full-time undergraduate and/or gr,adua:t~ stUqy., ':.
.,,!/:~,,"~.
" ~ .< l
,,
There is no limit to the number of candidates who can declare or"'b~ n.6minat~d.
for the student election. The central balloting location for th~ ·.student
election will be at ADUC First Floor from 10:00 to 5:00 Tuesdays September l4~
1982.
'.
•
.'

\.

,

You are encouraged to use the reverse of this infor;;Jation sheet ,a~. a'"liomin'at;'on'
.
form (pink copy) or as a Declaration of Candidacy (green copy). P1eas~ note': ,,\~ ,I •
that nomination re.quires the approval of the person nC:":1inated.: Fbr;lns must /le .' . .. ~.',
placed in the Dean's Office by 4:00 p,m. Friday, Septe~ber 10, 1982.
'.,".
'.

,

..
,. -.'

...

.'

..,,,,.--------------, '

.. , .

~

~

; ", ,~., -

.f "
'.

MO~HEAD

"

..

.., , .

.'.)
'
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;
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STATE UNIVERSITY ~ENATE
-DECLARATION OF CANDIDl\CY. FOAA '
STUDENT SENATOR·

"

t,

~

" '
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.. , ' ..
.,
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,.'.
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signed,_____________~------~------"
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1982

UNIVERSITY SENATE ELECTIONS
BALLOT
STUOENT SENATOR

ELIGIBILITY:

A student is defined as a person engaged in full-time undergraduate
and/or graduate study.

SCHOOL OF SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS:

A.

Vote for two (2) candidates only:

R ~ 9) .
D
- GREGORYTIE ELDRIDGE. fJ .1" .13. 1.'8 . " . D
/YW'.lht"a.
BOB CALLAHAN.

0 ),:

, ....BUSSELL M. MEADOWS.

~+· ~·'~1Ztd ·

.D

STUDENT AT-LARGE

A.

Vote for three {3} candidates only:
L- JlORGAN PATRICK ADKINS

THOMAS E. LANGSTON, JR . . .

~CAl\RLES

I. LI.""'< ( ~

0
0

[If,.,

,,,11""'0

.(H ll.s.- . .

ALLEN (PETE) POLEN. /l{ 5

'4m:rIAM E. ROBINSON .

?!'q- f;53"1

W.1:1 .4.QQ.

. . .

0

19B2

UNIVERSITY SENATE ELECTIONS
BALLOT
STUDENT SENATOR
ELIGIBILITY : A student is defined as a person engaged in full - time undergraduate
and/or graduate study.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS:
A.

Vote fo r two (2) candidates on ly:

. 1 9-~ .

o

RONALD S. BOLIN .uJt\~n

o
o

ALEX BAKER . .

L

e-B

TODD HOLDREN . .21.7~<t (k.t..-r
L!AVID..l!06.TON .
(-\,j, o~t1'-"""" )

:2 17L<.'fiv' . Jd?-!'i."Y.
<7L

f.l

I-!. 15

WADE LITTLETON .lI'<c ,3,v? > .

p @1I.

3.-Jlf5V.

0\ '
/J"f'.r ,~

. • • • •

~,," "

'Dc.
2::>
0IANA ROM ITO. . r. c;.... . . . . . . . . .

o
D
D

STUDENT AT-LARGE
A.

Vote for three (3) cand i dates only:

MORGAN PATRICK ADKINS . . . . . . . . . ~
THOMAS E. LANGSTON, JR .

. . . . . .

r===l

CHARLES ALLEN (PETE) POLEN . . . . . .
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UNIVERSITY SENATE ELECTIONS
BALLOT
STUDENT SENATOR
ELIGIBILITY:

A student is defined as a person engaged ;n full-time undergraduate
and/or graduate study.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS:
A.

Vote for two (2) candidates only:

fB"

KAREN E. ADAMS. . . . .

. . . . .
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STUDENT AT-LARGE
A.

Vote for three (3) candidates only:

D
THOMAS E. LANGSTON, JR.
. ...... D
CHARLES ALLEN (PETE) POLEN . . . . . . . . D
WILLIAM E. ROBINSON . . . . . . . . . . . D
MORGAN PATRICK AOKINS . . . . . . . . . .

1982

UNIVERSITY SENATE ELECTIONS
BALLOT
STUDENT SENATOR
ELIGIBILITY:

A student is defined as a person engaged in full-time undergraduate
and/or graduate study.

SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS:
A.

Vote for two (2) candidates only:

ELLEN KAY HUliT . f!\'l\ . Jo~

·0
KENT HURLEY.. ('H. .'+/'0
....
·····0

, ())
JENNIFER SAYLOR.
. .Pi . 610~
...

~ A.

TYREE

02-+~;tfj.

····0
.... 0

STUDENT AT-LARGE
A.

Vote for three (3) candidates only:

o
o

MORGAN PATRICK ADKINS ..
THOMAS E. LANGSTON, JR.

o

CHARLES ALLEN (PETE) POLEN
WILLIAM E. ROBINSON.

.....

....

o

FACULTY ORGANIZATION COMM.

Hinutes of Meeting of September 1, 1982
Members Present:

Members.Absent:

Dan Thomas, Charlie Thompson, F~y Patton, George Montgomery, Marc Glasser, David Cutts, Ben Flora, Eugene
Martin, John Kleber
Mont Whitson, Joe Bendixen, Roger Jones.

The first meeting of the Faculty Org~zation Committee for the 19821983 Academic Year was called to order at 8:00 A.M~ by acting chairperson,
Eugene Martin. The first order of business concerned the election of
chairperson and secret~ for 1982-1983. George Montgamerymoved and
Marc Glaser seconded the motion that these be the same as last year. By
unanimous decision, Eugene Martin and Ben Flora were elected as chairperson
~~d secretary, respectively.
Nominees for- standing committees of the University faculty were
presented and a list of nominees was a:pnroved for submission to the
faculty by unantmous vote on motion for same presented by David Cutts and
seconded by George Montgomery.
The main item of bUsiness which was considered and discussed for the
remainder of the meeting concerned the IIpolicy for Faculty Promotion".
the proposal submitted to the faculty last year was defeated by four votes.
Although no specific action was taken, concensus appeared to be that we
should:
1) re-circulate last year1s proposal and ask faculty for recommendations
on -changes
2) obtain suggestions through deparmental meetings in our schools and
bring these back to our committee for discussion.
3) approach faculty with information that proposal will come from our
committee rather than same ad hoc group or from administration.
4) provide faculty with schedule of our meetings when proposal will be
discussed and extend open invitation (hold hearings on document.).
A survey of committee members establiShed that the only available time
when all present members of our cOJIllllittee can meet is on Wednesday from
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
Meeting adjourned at 8:57 a.m.
0

NOTICE:

FACULTY ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE - 8:00 a.m., WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8

in Ginger 201.

.

M.EMORANDUM
TO:

Morehead State Uni.versity Faculty

FROM:

Faculty Organization Committee
Eugene Martin, Chairman

DATE:

September 1, 1982

SUBJECT:

Members of University Standing Committees

The persons listed below are the nominees for membership on the University
Standing Committees for the 1982-83 academic year~
Committee on Admissions
B&E Bernard Davis
S&M Johnnie Fryman
SS
Margaret Patton
AS&T Jane Ellington
HUM Milford Kuhn
EDU Randy Overbeck

B&E
B&E
S&M
S&M
SS
SS
ASST
AS&T
HUM
HUM

EDU
EDU

EDU
B&E
S&M
SS
AS&T

HUM
STAFF
STAFF

STAFF

Committee on Facultl
Grievances and Ethics
John Osborne
Joseph Copeland
Ronald Fiel
David Cutts
Perry Leroy
Kenneth Hoffman
James Martin
Ed Nass
George M. Luckey
Judy Rogers
Layla Sabie
Richard Daniel
Committee on Facultx and
Staff Development
George Troutt
Jack Peters
Charlie Jones
David Rudy
Donald Hay
Glenn Rogers
Jo Brewer
Dan Cornett
Carol Johnson

S&M
S&M
SS
SS
. AS&T
AS&T

B&E
B&E
HUM

HUM
EDU
EDU

Committee on Faculty Research
William Chen
Richard Hunt
Tom Munson
Charles Holt
Gary Puckett
Ben Harmon
Herb Berry
Green Miller
Fred Mueller
Hary Jo Netherton
Charles Morgan
Hohammed Sabie

Committee on Honors Pros;ram
B&E George Montgomery
S&M Rerbert Hedgecock
Robert Bylund
SS
AS&T Betty Woodard
HUM Betty Gurley
EDU Steve Young
Committee on Library
S&M Maurice Esham
SS
John Hanrahan
B&E Bonnie Bailey
AS&T Carolyn Taylor
HUM Ruth Barnes
EDU Rex Chaney

MEMO

MSU Faculty
September 1, 1982

S&M
S&M
S&M
S&M
PUR
SS
AS&T
B&E

Committee on Radiation Safetz
Russell Brengelman
David Hylbert
Margaret Heaslip
David Brumagen

Robert Stokes
James Robinson

Meade Roberts
C. Dale Caudill

HUM

Ron Dobler

EDU

Paul Raines
Committee on Student Life

S&M
SS
AS&T
BoE
HUH
EDU

S&M
S&M
SS
SS
AS&T
AS&T

Nell Mahaney
Lindsay Back

Judy Willard
Gail Ousley

Ina Lowe
Edie Whitfield
Committee on Undergraduate Curriculum
Gerald DeMoss
Glenn Johnston
Lola Crosthwaite
John Kleber

Ken Clever
Feledra Dixon
Alex Conyers

B&E
B&E Eugene Martin
HUM David Brown
HUM Frances Helphinstine
EDU Bill Hampton
EDU John Holton

Minutes of

Meetin~

of September 8, 1982

FACULTY ORGANLZATION COMM.

Members Present:

David Cutts, Joe Bendixen, Ben Flora, Marc Glasser, Dan Thomas,
Charlie Thompson, Floy Patton, John Kleber, Eugene Martin,
George Montgomery.

Members Absent:

Roger Jones.

The meeting was called to order at 8:05 a.m. by Chairperson, Eugene Martin.
of the meeting of September 1, 1982 were approved as presented.

Minut~s

Dr. Martin distributed copies of the standing committee nominees for 19821983 and it was decided that same would be passed-out at the faculty meeting of
Friday, September 10. At that time, Dr. Martin will intoduce the Faculty
Organization Committee, indicate that the committee .....ill be worlr.ing on a proposal
for faculty promotion policy during the next several months and wishes to invite
faculty input on the matter. Dr. Martin 'Nill also ask for election of the
standing committees.
Procedural matters concerning the development of promotion policy were
It was decided that copies of the previous recommendation would
be made and circulated to the faculty by schools with a cover letter. George
Montgovery and Marc Glaser volunteered to compose the cover letter which will
be brought back to the committee for approval before distribution of the
_doctunent is to be made.
discuss~d.

It was decided that we would meet in the Riggle Room of ADUC in order that
roam would be available for faculty members who wished to attend these open
meetings.
John Kleber moved and George Montgomery seconded a motion that we first
consider pages 4-7 of the defeated IlPolicy on Academic Promotion U submitted
to the faculty last year. It was felt that this portion of the document provided a goo~.~>guide for those requesting promotion as well as a needed flow Chart
for action oy c~didates applying for promotion. The motion carried un~usly.
hel~

The next. scheduled meeting of the Faculty Organization COl1ll1l:i,.ttee will be
at S:OO a.m. on Wednesday, September l5 in the RIGGLE ROOM of ADUC.
Meeting adjourned at 8:45.

September 13, 1982

MEHORANDUM
TO:

All Faculty of Morehead State University

FROM:

Faculty Organization Committee

SUBJECT:

Faculty Promotion Policy
AS&T
Joe Bendixen
AS&T
Flay Patton
SEE
Eugene Martin
SEE
George Montgomery
EDDan Thomas
ED
Charlie Thompson
Hum
Marc Glasser
Hum
Roger Jones
Sci/Math David Cutts
Sci/Math Ben Flora
Soc Sci John Kleber
Soc Sci (~)

The Faculty Organization Committee has been charged with initiating a promotion document to be approved by the faculty a~d.by the Board of Regents.
Committee members agreed to utilize the policY"statement that was previously
voted on by the general faculty. With addi·tional input from. faculty members
who participate in publicized, scheduled meetings of the committee\will then
be developed and presented to the entire fac~lty for approval:
q.. ~
In order to facilitate faculty involvement,
implemented:

~he

following

'procedur~s~~~

i;;,.A

1. 7ages -4 through 7 of the original Promotion' Portfolio section· will

be revised.

~J
1 through

2.~ges

3 of the same document pertaining to Minimal Require-1Uents for Academic Rank, Criteria for Promotion, and Pj(1.omotion Procedures will be revised.

JI.

Open meetingSof the committee will be held in the Riggle Room of
These meetings
are schedul~~8 a.m. on~J1
A .
W
,

ADUC so that~~.~rested faCUl~Y
can p ovide input.
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;1,j'j~ ;:1>~'tMenibers Present: ,David Cutts, Joe Bendixen,:Ben Fldra,~ Ma,rc. ,Glasse,r,
Tb,?mas,.
:'o.'~~·V~~'· -~" " ,
' . Flay Patton, John ,Kl:eber J Eugene Martin, (leorge Mont,g~ery~
H'::l,\\.:,,',·,
: 'B~·ll Clarl<;.
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.. ~y(·~¥emb~rs
Absent:.
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~9ger
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Jones" Charlie Thompson.

'.'

.

The meeting wa~ called to order at 8:08 a.m. by Chairperso~, Eugene Martin.
o. ',.'Mir;Lutefj.of the meeting of September 8, 1982 were approved as ..presented.
.
". '.

," I .

..

,'!!';

.

." George Montgomery and Marc Glasser presented copies of the proposed letter
to accompany copies of last years proposed Upolicy on Academic Promotionll which
· are to be distributed to the faculty for reconnnendation. Following discussion
,',of -the letter., it was approved with some revisions and is now ready 'to be sent.

·

~

.

John Kleeber introduced the fact that our committee is not the only
," 't;aclJlty group_ p:r.e:~entq._8:d~~_ssi!J.g_ thtg_·g~~si;..~op._of _PQJ..j,q.y_ for 'promotion ... The
" , ":. facul.ty Concerns Cormnittee -of the University Senate is also working on this
".
question according to information given to Dr. Kleeber. Dr. Kleeber presented
a letter which he prepared'addressed to the Chairperson of the University Senate
_asking that if its Faculty Concerns Committee is to work on this same question"
"
'-\ 'that they work cooperatively with us rather than separate from us. Kleeber moved
, :'. ",tha.t ,his letter be sent. FolloWing the second by Thomas" the moti-on carried ..
;: " ~:.,'. So that faculty mshing to request consideration for promotion may begin
< ..
~ planning for same" it was decided that dates for submittin,g materials must be
"·~et. ,Th~ c~ttee voted tpat such would be as follows:
: ,t·.

,

....

;

. ' N9v~ber 15:
,· ,·'Depember' 15:
,~.

J:anuary, 25:

C

'

Porrollo submitted to Deparment Head
Portfolio to School ·Dem
Portfolio to Faculty O:ganiza,tion Cormnittee

The next scheduled meeting of the Faculty Organization Colllll!ittee' will be
, :."."
. "h~;Ld .at 8:00 ~.m.• on Wednesday;, Se-ptmeber 22 in the Riggle Room of ADUC •.
',!... ,;. '~ Meet:i.ng adjourned at ,9:05 a.m •
., . !,:'
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All Faculty

,.. ,
• t.;..-yY'-

FROM:

Eugene Mart~n, Chairman
Faculty Organization Committee

DATE:

September 15. 1982

SUBJECT:

Deadline~

for Faculty Promotion Requests

The following are dates for the submission of faculty requests for
promotion:

ik.4, _ ~ ~

November 15, 1982

portfolio~

departm~nt

~

dt..-.t--'~ ~

Faculty submit
to
beads.
Department heads submit request, along with
/L.4!--"
~/ .
recommendation, to departmental promotion
77i,
~f ht j,.//
Committee who in turn will deliver to school
K.. tr::.:::::::.::.7~
promotion committee,
~ ~ ~ ,>

4

December 15, 1982

--reA

~~l

School deans will receive school promotion
committee's recommendation.
January 25. 1982
School deans will submit portfolios, with
departmental and school recommendations to the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Special Note:
The Faculty Organization Committee will meet each Wednesday, at 8:00
a.m. in the Riggle Room of ADDC. The purpose of these meetings is to have
faculty in-put in the preparation of faculty promotion procedures.
You are invited to attend some of these meetings.
sr

L

TO:

All Faculty

,

FROM:

Eugene Martin, Chairman
Faculty Organization Committee

DATE:

September 15. 1982

SUBJECT:

Deadlines for Faculty Promotion Requests

(;.-yY'-

The following are dates for the submission of faculty requests for
promotion:
November 15, 1982
Faculty submit portfolios to department heads.
Department heads submit request, along with
recommendation, to departmental promotion
committee who in turn will deliver to school
promotion

committee~

December 15, 1982
School deans will receive school pr9motion.
committee's recommendation.
January 25, 1982
School deans will submit portfolios, with
departmental and school recommendations to the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Special Note:
The Faculty Organization Committee will meet each Wednesday, at 8:00
a.m. in the Riggle Room of ADUC. The purpose of these meetings is to have
faculty in-put in the -preparation of fac.ulty promotion. proc.edures.
You are invited to attend some of these meetings.
sr

.,'7

Minutes of Meeting o£ September 22, 1982
Mem1Jers P,resept:

FACULTY ORGANIZATION COMM.

Dav:i.d Cutts, Ben Flora, l1arc Glasser, pan Thomas, Flay Patton,.

John Kleber, Eugene Martin, George Montgomery, Bill Clark,
Charlie Thompson.
Members Absent:

Roger Jones, Joe Bendixen.

The meeting was called to order at 8:04 a.m. by Chairperson Eugene Martin.
Minutes of the meeting of September 15, 1982 were approved as presented.
DISCUSSIONS:

1) Letter from Dr. Charles Holt requesting approval to appear before this comm.
lito make a statement, including the presentation of a modified faculty promotion
policy. II

his-scnool'concerning- proniotionprocess.
Special concern for spelled out criteria and uniformity for all a~plicants.
Bi~l suggests a cover sheet on which results of administrations recommendations
and committee votes m~ be recorded as portfolio moves through channels.
Page 4 of former proposed '.document. See attached recommended changes. '

- --2) . Bill-Clark"s-presentation 'of ideas -from'

3)

REPORTS & ACTIONS
1)

2)
3)

John Kleber reported that letter (see Sept. 15 minutes) has been submitted to
Patsy Whitson for ~resentation to University Senate.
Marc Glasser reported that Roger Jones has elected to resign from this committee
and the School of Humanities is presently in process of selecting replacement.
Clark moved and Cutts seconded motion for invitation to Dr. Charles Holt to
present his statement at our committee meeting of September 29. Motion carried
and John Kleber was asked to extend invitation to Dr. Holt.

4) Approved recommended changes for page 4 of IIpolicy on Academic Promotion

ll

ASSIGNMENTS
John Kleber to extend invitation to Dr. Charles Holt.
Bill Clark to develope sample cover sheet document for portfolio.
All committee members to carefully' survey "Curriculum Vitae!! and Supporting
Documentsll sections of former proposed "policy on Academic Promotion" with
intent to be prepared to suggest changes, deletions, or additions.
The next scheduled meeting of the Faculty Organization Committee will be
held at 8:00 a.m. on Wednesday, September 29 in the Riggle Room of ADUC. Items
of business to include Dr. Holt1s presentation and oonsideration of pages 4-6
of I1policy on Academic Promotion II.
Meeting adjourned at 9:02 a.m.

1""'~
, 'r: .

,:'

,

,

Suggested changes for page 4 of IIpolicy- on Academic Promotionll

PRQMOT,ON PROTFOLIQ
The portfolio must contain three sections: a letter of intent, a curriculum
vitae, and supporting documents.
The letter of intent must be addressed to the department head stating the desire
to be considered for a promotion and must contain an overview of major responsibilities and actiyities since the last rank assignment. The portfolio will be read
by many who are unfamiliar with the candidate's academic field; therefore, the
,letter of intent should explain thoroughly all major responsibilities and activities
since the last rank assignment.
The. candidate's protfolio must document all qualifications and it must be complete
at the time of submission.
CURRICULUM VITAE

~------

-

---

The following are quidelines for constructing the curriculum vitae. All categories
:will. nQ1 apply to each candidate... (Where-rel""appropriate, please include specific
titles, dates, pages, and publishers.)

~-

--

--

AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
September 23, 1982
A.

Call to order and determination of quorum.

B.

Action on minutes of previous meeting.

C.

Report from Elections Committee and roll call.

D.

Election of Vice-Chairperson and Secretary of the Senate.

E.

Chairperson's statement.

F.

Recess for the purpose of orgaulzlug the four constituent committees.
a) Election of chairperson and secretary of each committee.
b). Designation of next meeting of each committee.

G.

Reconvening for purpose of hearing committee deCisions.

H.

Adjournment.

-=--
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AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
September 23, 1982

A.

Call to order and determination of quorum.

B.

Action on minutes 9£ previous meeting.

C.

Report from Elections Committee and roll call.

D.

Election of

E.

Chairperson's statement.

F.

Recess for the purpose of organ~zl.ng the four com:tituent committees.
a) Election of chairp.erson and secretary" of each commil:tee.

b)

Vice~Chairperson

and Secretary of the Senate.

Designation of next meeting of each committee.

G.

Reconvening for purpose of hearing committee deciflions.

H.

Adjournment.

CALENDAR OF SENATE MEETING DATEH

1982-83

?

,

.

Septeniber 23

Riggle Room

4:10 p.m.

October 14

West Room AlB

4:10 p.m.

october 28

West Room AlB

4:10 p.m.

November 11

Riggle Room

4:10 p.m.

December 9

Riggle Room

4:10 p.m.

January 13 (registration week)

Ri~gle

Room

4:10 p.m.

January 27

Riggle Room

4:10 p.m.

Riggle Room

4'10 p.m.

February 24

Riggle Room

4:10 p.m.

March 24

Riggle Room

4:10 p.m.

April 14

Riggle Room

l~: 10

April 28

Riggle Room

4:10 p.m.

p.m.

Minutes of' Meeting of' September 2S, 19$2
Members Present:
"

,

Members Absent:
.Guests:

FACULTY ORGAN. GOMM.

David Cutts, Ben Flora, Floy Pat,ton, John Kleber, Eugene Martin,
~or~e Montgom~~, Bill Cl~~, Charlie Thompson.
Marc Glasser, Dan Thomas, Vasile Venettozzi (New

~ties.Rep.)·

Dr. Charles Holt

. The

~eeting was called to order at $:07 a.m. by Chairperson Eugene Martin.
of' the meeting of' September 22, 19$2 were approved as presented.
PRESENTATION: Dr. Charles Holt ,presented a document f'or our consideration titled:
nProposed Faculty Policy On Promotions, Tenure and Leaves ll •
1) Background,: A f'aculty survey,f'oI'm distriputed last year to f'aculty resulted in
evidence that number one f'aculty concern was with policy for promotions. The
survey was conducted by the Faculty Concerns Committee of the University Senate.
Dr. Holt prepared a "policy" document this summer and shared it with same members
of that committee. This proposal is the second draft of the proposal. This
draft was presented to the Faculty Concerns Committee last Thursday, Sept., 24.
That committee will meet September 30 to further consider proposal. Dr. Holt
appeared representing himself and not the Faculty Concerns Committee. Present
proposal does not attempt to deal with all items treated in last years proposal
policy but rather address some ideas not addressed in that document.
2) Presentation: Copies of proposal were provided to committee members and Dr.
Holt made summary comments about a number of items included and responded to
a f'ew questions f'Fom members of the Faculty Organization Committee.

Minut~s

DISCUSSIONS:

1)

Itpolicy on Academic Promotionll - 116urriculum Vitae 11 section was discussed and
several changes were saggested. See attachment for these changes.

REPORTS AND ACTIONS:

1)
2)
3~

4)

liugene Martin reported that the Vice President has asked us for two nominations
for Publications Board. These'are to be Non~Journalisn students.
Eugene Martin provide members with list of nominees .for ~¥udent representatives
to University Standing Committees and asked that we obtain vote of our school
faculties on these representatives.
.
Bill Clark circulated sample cover sheet for I1Promotion Port.f'oliosll. A.ction on
this item was defered.
John Kleber recommended that we each examine ~roposal presented by Dr. Holt ,and
respond to same later. Committee agreed to this recommendation.

ASSIGNMENTS:

Each representative is to provide n~es of students for Publication Board at our
next meeting.
2) Each representative is to obtain his schools vote on student members for Univ.
Standing Committees.
3) Each respresentative is to examine ~ro~osal presented by Dr. Holt and be pre~ared
to discuss same at next meeting.
1)

~.'

.

.

Minutes of Meeting of September
Members Present :
Members Absent :
Guests:

2~,

1982

FAGULTY ORGAN. GOMM.

D~vid Cutts, Ben Flora, Floy Patton, John Kleber, Eugene Martin,
Geor ge Montgomery., Bill Clark, Charlie Thompson .

l-i9.rc

Glass~r,

Joe f:3er-1 0

Dan Thomas, Vasile Venettozzi (New Humanities Rep . )

'A <2 v...-

Dr . Charles Holt

The meeting was called to order at 8:07 a.m. by Ohairperson Eugene Martin .
Minutes of the meeting of September 22, 1982 were approved as presented.
PRESENTATION: Dr . Charles Holt presented a document for our consideration titled:
"Proposed Faculty Policy On Promotions, Tenure and Leaves".
1) Backliiround: A faculty survey form distributed last year to faculty resulted in
evidence that number one faculty concern was vuth policy for promotions . The
survey was conducted by the Faculty Concerns Committee of the University Senate .
Dr . Holt prepared a "policy" document this sunnner and shared it with some members
of that committee. This proposal is the second draft of the proposal . This
draft was presented to the Faculty Concerns Committee last Thursday, Sept . 24 .
That committee will meet September 30 to further consider oroposal. Dr . Ho l t
appeared representing himself and not the Faculty Concerns Committee. Present
proposal does not attempt to deal with all items treated in last years proposal
policy but rather address some ideas not addressed in that document .
2) Presentation: Copies of proposal were provided to committee members and Dr.
Holt made sunnnary comments about a number of items included and responded to
a few questions from members of the Faculty Organization Committee .
DISCUSSIONS :
1)

"Policy on Academic Promotion" - u6urriculum Vitae" section was discussed and
several changes were saggested. See attachment for these changes .

REPORTS AND ACTIONS;

1)

:8'ugene Martin reported that the Vice President has asked us for two nominations
for Publications Board. These are to be Non- Journalism students .

Eugene Martin pr ovide members with list of nominees for atudent representati ves
to University Standing Committees and asked that we obtain vote of our school
faculties on these representatives.
3). Bi ll Clark circulated sample cover sheet for II Promotion Portfolios!!. Action on
this i tem was defered.
2)

4)

John Kleber recommended that we each examine proposal presented by Dr . Holt and
respond to same l3ter . Committee agreed to this recommendation.

ASSIGNMENTS ;
1) Each representative is to provide n~es of students for Publication Board at our
next meeting .
2) Each representative is to obtain his schools vote on student members for Univ .
Standing Committees .
3) Each respresentative is to examine proposal presented by Dr . Holt and be prep3red
to discuss same at next meeting.

Minutes of' Meeting of'
Members Present:

.

~"

~

M.'Iq.bers Absent:

Guests:

oct-~,...6,,: J/},S?

_

FACULTY ORUAN. COMM.

D~vid Cutts, Ben Flora, Flo~Patton, John Kleber, ,Eugene' Martin,
.. George,Montgomery, Bill, Clark, Charlie Thompson~ 'Marc Glasser"
Joe Bendixen, Dan Thomas.

Vasile Venettozzi (has class schedule conf'lict).

Dr. Charles Holt, Dr. Stuart Sprague, Dennis Karwatka, Jolm Vanhoose"

Dr. Michael Davis.
The meeting was called to order at 8:03 a.m. by Chairperson Eugene,Martin.
Minutes of' the meeting of' September 29, 1982 were approved with two corrections.
Joe Bendixen was present rather than absent at that meeting and the two nominations
requested f'or. the Board of' -Student FUblications are to' be faculty nominees rat,her
than students.
PRESENTATIONS: Dr. Sprague, Chairperson of the Faculty Concerns Committee of' the
,
Um5rersity Senate preseritea-a:-rms'ed '-draft--of' 't1ie--nproposea-'- ~ '-;
Faculty Policy on Promotions, Tenue and Leaves ll sh~red with us
by Dr. Holt at the September 29 meeting. This dr~ft will be
discussed by the Faculty Concerns Committee tomorrow (Oct. 7).
Comments concerning that committeels discussion of' the_ proposal
included! The connn. was generally favorable to it. Three
messages received from discussion were a) frustration, b) desirethat linkage be established between promotion and tenue as well as
leaves. -

Dr. Davis shared several comments with the committee.

1) Dept.
Chairman and Dean should be oblig: ed to set down with candidates
and discuss their recommendations concerni~g promotion and tenure.
2) A feedback mechanism should be built into plan at each stage.
3) Total process should be accomplished in shorter time frame less than two mounths.
Discussions:
1} , Concern that students nominated for committee appeared on more than one committee.
2) Curriculum Vitae section of "policy on Academic Promotion"
3) Need for completing consideration of pages 4-6 at next meeting.
ACT-IONS: -

-~-

--

---

----- ---,'-

---.-~

1)

Nominees for Board of' Student Publication names to be submitted to Vice Pres.
Emge are Joyce Lamester and Margaret Patton.
2) Schools of Humanities, Science and Mathematics, Social Science, and Applied
Sc. ience and Technology faculties have approved list of nominees for student
members to University Standing Committees.
3) Question concerning students serving on more than one committee to be considered
at later date.

ASSIGNMENTS:
~)

2)

Chairperson to report f'aculty nominees for Board of Student Publications to
Vice President Emge. Also to check about our addressing the question of
Tenure and Leaves as part of Policy for Promotions.
School of Education and Business representatives obtain faculty vote on
nominations of' students to University Standing Connnittees.

.' 3)
. 4)

Committee membevs are to send sChedules to Ben Flora indicatreng two-hour
tir!J.e.,wreI! they c.;m me?:!:- in order that', a :p.ew me~t4Lg time",.can, b~
arranged for t~e Faculty Organization Committee. Send these to UFO 91S •

qJ9C~s of

,Examine and be prepared to discuss IICurriculum Vitae tl sunnnary sheet ,provided by
Dr. IP-eeber.

5), Examine and be prepared to discuss IIcover sheet II provided by Bill Clark.

6)

Be prepared to complete consideration of pages 4-6 of npolicy on Academic
Promotionll •

7)' Examine and be prepared to discuss second draft of "faculty Policy On Promot~ons,
,Tenure and Leaves provided by Dr. Sprague.
.

.

The meettng,was adjourned at 9:00 a.m. Next meeting is scheduled for the
Riggle Roam o~ AnUe at S:OO a.m. on Wednesday, ~er 13. 19S2 •
• -

-- -="

-~,-

.

!

Suggested changes for pages 4,5,and 6 of l1f3alicy on Academic Pramations U
. SuppoRTING DOCUMENTS

1.
2.

copies of official transcripts·
---copies of teacher rating summary print-out forms.

.. ..'

M E

To:

~!

0

FCC~

Faculty Concerns Committee

From: Stuart

Sprague~

Chairman~

Re: Draft of Faculty Policy on

Promotiorts~

Tenure and Leaves

Date: 11 October 1982
With returns in from 15 FCC members (as of Monday A.M.)) the following,.

are the results:
Personal interviews should be allowed by school committees as well as by
departmental committees. YES--1S NO--O.
I believe the issue of individual appoint-ments must be addressed in any
proposed policy. YES--12 NO--O NO ANSWER--3.

I agree with an open process with feed-back to the candidates.
YES--llt NO-l.
It s4ou1d be explicitly stated that promotions, tenure and leaves are a
faculty matter and the administration simply reviews the decisions of
the committees before presenting the faculty~s recommendations to the
Board of Regents.

YES--12

NO--2

NO ANSWER--l

Promotions is· a separation process and should be done apart from tenure
and leaves. Or (b) Promotions, tenure and leaves are all part of the
same process and should be considpred by. the same committee using the
same basic procedures.
(a) 5 (b) 8
NO ANSWER--2
Under Associate Professor, move #5 to #1 and #1 to #5

YES--8

NO--S

NO ANSWER--2

I agree that once the portfolio is turned over to the departmental committee
the candidate ooe3 not have the right to see the portfolio is no longer under
consideration, Before the portfolio is returned to the candidate the recording of actions by the committee will be withdrawn.

YES--S

NO--B

NO ANSI'ER--2
discussion~

Students who are representatives should be involved in the
and critique of the draft proposal.

YES--6

NO--B

approva]

NO ANSWER--l

Seven members sept in the complete draft. Three items were favored 6-1:
The faculty committees(Departmental, school. and university) obtain the
portfolios directly .from the candidate and evaluate the portfolios exclusively as peer review (2) If a department has ·fe.>Jer than five full-time
faculty members it may opt ·to go directly to the school committee, (3)
The department head may not serve as a member of the ,departmental committee.
J• • •
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To:

Faculty Concerns Committee

From: Stuart Sprague,
Re~

Chairman~

Draft of Faculty Policy on

FCcMS
Pramotions~

Tenure and Leaves

Date: 11 October 1982
With returns in from 15 FCC members (as of Monday A.M.)

~

the following ..

are the results:
Personal interviews should be allowed by school committees as well as by
dep~rtmental committees.
YES--1S NO--O~
I believe the issue of individual appointments must be addressed in any
proposed policy. YES--12 NO--O NO ANSWER--3.
I agree with an open process with feed-back to the candidates.

NO-l.

YES--H

It should be explicitly stated that promotions, tenure and leaves are a
faculty matter and the administration simply reviews the decisions of
the committees before presenting the facult§;,s recommenda·tions to the
Board of Regents.

YES--12

NO--2

NO ANSIVER--l

Promotions is a separation·process and should be done apart from tenure
and leaves. Or (b) Promotions, tenure and leaves are all part of the
same process and should be considpred by. the same committee using the
same basic procedures.
(a) 5 (b) 8
NO ANSWER--2
Under Associate Professor, move #5 to #1 and #1 to #5

YES--B

NO--5

NO ANSWER--2

I agree that once the portfolio is turned over to the departmental committee
the candidate does not have the right to see the portfolio is no longer under
consid~ration,
Before the portfolio is returned to the candidate the recording of actions by the committee will be withdrawn.

YES--5

NO--8

NO ANSWER--2

Students who are representatives should be involved in the discussion, approva.
and critique of the draft proposal.

YES--6

.~.

,

NO--B

NO ANSWER--l

Seven members sent in the complete draft. Three items were favored 6-1:
The faculty committees (Departmental, school, and university) obtain the
portfolios directly from the candidate and evaluate the portfolios exclusively as peer review (2) If a department has fewer than five full-time
faculty members it may opt to go directly to the school committee, (3)
The department head may not serve as a member of the_departmental committee.
.' - '
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M E

To:

~1

0

Faculty Concerns Committee

From: Stuart

Sprague~

Chairman~

FCC~

'Re: Draft of Faculty Policy on Promotions, Tenure and Leaves
Date: 11 October 1982
With returns in from 15 FCC members (as of Monday A.M.). the following,.

are the results:
Personal interviews should be allowed by school committees as well as by
departmental committees. YES--lS NO--O.
I believe the issue of individual appointments must be addressed in any
proposed policy. YES--12 NO--O NO ANSWER--3.
I, agree with an open process with feed-back to the candidates.

YES--14 NO-l.
It should be explicitly stated that promotions, tenure and leaves are a
faculty matter and tbe administration simply reviews the decisions of
the committees before presenting the faculty~s recommendations to the
Board of Regents.

YES--12

NO--2

NO ANSWER--l

Promotions is a separation process and shOUld be done apart from tenure
and leaves. Or (b) Promotions, tenure and leaves are all part of the
same process and should be considpred by. the same committee using the
same basic procedures.
Cal 5 Cbl8
NO ANSWER--2
Under Associate Professor, move #5 to #1 and #1 to #5

YES--8

NO--5

NO ANSWER--2

·I agree that once the portfolio is turned over to the departmental committee
the candidate doe3 not have the right to see the portfolio is no longer under
consideration, Before the portfolio is returned to the candidate the recording of actions by the committee will be withdrawn.

YES--5

NO--B

NO ANSWER--2

Students who are representatives should be involved in the discussion, approva,
and critique of the draft proposal.

YES--6

NO--B

NO ANSWER--l

Seven members sent in the complete draft. Three items were favored 6-1:
The faculty committees(Departmental, school, and university) obtain the
portfolios directly from the candidate and evaluate the portfolios exclusively as peer review (2)1f a department has fewer than five full-time
faculty members it may opt to go directly to the school committee, (3)
The department head may Dot serve as a member of the departmental committee .
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TO:

University Senators

FROM:

Patsy Whitson, Chairperson

DATE:

October 11, 1982

SUBJECT:

University Senate Meeting, October 14, 1982

The 1982-83 University Senate year has had a promising beginning, with good
attendance and participation at our first meeting. The breakfast President
Norfleet hosted for the entire Senate on September 30 emphasized the importance of the Senate to the University community, and challenged Senators to

carry out our mandated responsibilities. Minutes of the September 23, 1982
Univers'ity Senate are attached for your reading.
The next meeting of 'the University Senate will' be Thursday, October 14 at

4:10 p.m. i~ West Room A & B, ADue (note change ·of meeting place). Your
presence at this,. as at all Senate meetings, is important. The Concerns
Committees of the four constituent groups have met at least one time each
for the purpose of ident'ifying questions or issues to which that committee
and/or, the entire 'Senate should address itself this year. Reports from
th,ese committees should serve as initial indicators of the type and level
of activity in this Senate year.
Agenda items:
A.

Roll call

B.

Action on minutes of September 23, 1982 meeting

C.

Report from Elections Committee

D.

Chairpersori's statement
1)
2)

E.

Committee appointments
Parliamentarian appointment

New Business
Pr9posal for revision of Senate By-Laws

F.

Committee Reports
1) Committee'
2) .Corrnni t tee
3) Committee
4) Committee

G.

Announcements

H.

Adjournment

on
on
on
on

Administrative Concerns
Faculty ConcellIlS
Student Concerns
Support Staff Concerns

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY ORGANIZATION OOMMITTEE - October 13, 1982
MEMBERS PRESENT:

David CUtts, Ben Flora, Flay Patton, John Kleber, Eugene J'.1artin,

George Montgomery, Bill Clark, Charlie Thompson,
Joe Bendixen.

~rc

Glasser,

MEMBERS ABSENT:

Vasile Venettozzi (class schedule conflict), Dan llamas.

GUEST:

Dr. Dennis Edinger

The meeting was called to order at 8:05 a. m. by Chairperson Eugene
of the meeting of October 6, 1982 were approved as submitted.
---~--

REPORTS

--

--

M~Ttin.

Minutes

---.-----~

1) Dr. Martin reported on his discussion with Vice President Emge con:.erning consideration of tenure &leave at same time as promotion policy. Dr. Emge's opinion is that
we should address tenure &leave policies later.
2) Dr. Kleber distributed memo from Dr. Sprague concerning feedback from members of
Faculty Concerns Corrrrnittee on options included in IIFaculty Policy on Promotions,
Tenure, and Leaves-Draft #211.
3) School of Education and School of Business approved nominees for student members
of University standing committees.
DISCUSSION

Most of discussion centered on whether to submit lIPromotion Portfolio l l portion of
"Policy on Academic Promotionl l to faculty for vote at present or wait lIDtil entire
document is ready.
ACfIONS

1) Dr. Thompson moved &MS. Patton seconded motion: The committee consider only
promotion policy at present and address policies on tenure & leavE' later. Motion
carried.
- --- - - - -- ~ -2) Suggested change of last item under IISupportive Documents" sectiorJ. 4 to be placed
"copies of conference programs l l •
as third item under section 3 3)

Patton moved &Dr. Bendixen seconded motion: The revision for pages 4-6 made
by our committee be accepted for submission to faculty. Motion carried.

~.

4) Dr. Kleber moved &Dr. Glasser seconded motion: Dr. Martin should prepare a cover
letter to go with revised "Promotion Portfolio" section of IIpolicy on Academic
Promotion" and send copies of the revised document with letter to faculty members.
This section of the "Policy on Academic Promotion" will be presented to the faculty
for discussion and for vote at the next general faculty meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 9:00 a. m. without opportunity to consider documents previously
submitted by Dr. Clark and Dr. Kleber. Next meeting is scheduled for the Riggle Room
of ADUe at 8:00 a. m. on Wednesday, October 20, 1982.

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE -

Octobe~

20, 1982

MEMBERS PRESENT: David Cutts, Ben F1o~a, Floy Patton, John Kleber, Eugene. Martin,
George Montgomery, Bill Clark, Charlie Thompson, Marc Glasser,
Joe Bendixen, Dan Thomas.
MEMBERS ABSENT:

Vasile Venettozzi (class schedule conflict)

The meeting was called to order at 8:06 a. m. by Chairperson Eugene Martin.
Minutes of the meeting of October 13 r 1982 were approved as
, submitted.
REPORTS
1)

Dr. Martin reported that no action had yet been taken on the "Promotion
Portfolio" section approved last week.

2)

Dr. Flora reported that only time when two-hour blocks of time were apparently
available for committee meeting was on Friday afternoon.

ACTIONS
1)

Slightly revised "Promotion Portfolio" form suggested by Dr. Kleber. Motion
by Kleber seconded by Montgomery: The form would be available for applicants
to obtain trom their Faculty Organization Committee representative. Motion
passed.

2)

Planned meeting for Friday, October 22 from 1:30 - 4:30 to be held in Room 326-B
in Lappin Hall. Meeting will be devoted to addressing remainder of "Policy
on Academic Promotion" document.
,

The ·meeting adjourned at 9:00 a. m. Next meeting is scheduled for Lappin 326-B
at 1:30 p. m. on Friday, October 221 1982.

,

Minutes of the Faculty Organization Committee - october 2?, 198?
Members Present:
Members Absent:

BEN FLORA, FLOY PATTON, JOHN KLEBER, EUGENE MARTIN,
BILL CLARK, CHARLIE THOMPSON, MARC GLASSER, DAN THOMAS.
VASILE VENETOZZI
David cutts, Joe Bendixen, George Montgomery

The Meeting was called to order at 1:37 p.m. by Chairperson Eugene Martin.
Minutes of the meeting of October 20, 1982 were approved as sUbmitted.
DISCUSSION:
11

~

5)

6)

78l

Concerning proposed "policy on Academic promotion"

,

HOW Should "terminal degree in teaching field" be defined1
we need to address "initial appointment".
Should "terminal degree!! be criteria for Assistant Professor rank1
Should the existance of deparmental committee for promotions be
required?
what need is there for regular "feedback" at all stages of consideration?
public Relations is a major consideration in having some document
approved.
Recognition of "applied" work is important.
Concern for "special" cases as might exist with respect to coaches
was expressed.

ACTIONS:

1)

Approved minimum conditions (or expectations) for assistant,
associate, and professor ranks as stated on accompanying sheet.

2)

Appeared to agree that each school should decide what constitutes
acoeptable "terminal degree· in teaching field" for their faculty.

,

ASSIGNMENTS
~

("

Each of us is to consider format and organization questions concerning
the document to be presented.
It was suggested that each of us attempt
to construct our own document and that we campare these.
The meeting adjourned at 4:40 p.m. Next meeting is scheduled for the
Riggle Room of ADUC at 8:00 a.m. on wednesday, October 27, 1982.

,

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE -

Octobe~

20, 1982

MEMBERS PRESENT: David Cutts, Ben Flora, Floy Patton, John Kleber, Eugene Martin,
George Montgomery, Bill Clark, Charlie Thompson, Marc Glasser,
Joe Bendixen, Dan Thomas.
MEMBERS ABSENT:

Vasile Venettozzi (class schedule conflict)

The meeting was called to order at 8:06 a. m. by Chairperson Eugene Martin.
Minutes of the meeting of October 13, 1982 were approved as
, submitted.
REPORTS

I}

Dr. Martin reported that no action had yet been taken on the "Promotion
Portfolio" section approved last week.

2)

Dr. Flora reported that only time when two~hour blocks of time were apparently
available for committee meeting was on Friday afternoon.

ACTIONS

1)

Slightly revised "Promotion Portfolio" form suggested by Dr. Kleber. Motion
by Kleber seconded by Montgomery: The form would be available for applicants
to obtain from their Faculty Organization Committee representative. Motion
passed.

2)

Planned meeting for Friday, October 22 from 1:30 - 4:30 to be held in Room 326-B
in Lappin Hall. Meeting will be devoted to addressing remainder of "Policy
on Academic Promotion" document.

•
The meeting adjourned at 9:00 a. m. Next meeting is scheduled
for Lappin 326-B
at 1:30 p. m. on Friday, October 22, 1982.

University Senators
FROM:

Pats~ Whitson, Chairperson~.

d}t.

october 25, 1982
SUBJECT:

University Senate Meeting - October 28, 1982

The neKn }n,e;eting of the University Senate will be Thursday, October 28, 1982
at 4:10 p. m. in the Riggle Room, ADUe. Minutes for the October 14, 1982 meeting
are attached for your reading. Also included is a"'corrected Senate Roster, so
please place the new blue roster in your folder and remove the old green one.
The agenda for the October 28 meeting tbelowl includes several items of
special interest to you. Three proposals have been submitted to amend the Senate
By-laws. One had its first reading on October 14, and will be voted on at this
meeting. The second has to do with proxy voting, and was drafted at your re~uest.
The third, submitted this week, pertains to the procedure for filling vacancies.
These last two drafts will be read at the october 28 meeting, with voting at the
November meeting. These amendment proposals represent an attempt to facilitate
the effective functioning of the Senate, and I know you will want to give them a
lot of thought.
The constituent concerns committees continue to meet and deliberate on the
various issues they have identified. As a result of the motion passed at our
last meeting that all motions be made in writing, I have already received three
written recommendations which will be submitted by various committees at Thursday's
meeting. This process certainly clarifies the intent of the motion, and expedites
the discussion and voting. I know Senator Smiley's job as Secretary will be made
a lot simpler if we adhere to this adopted rule. This is not to squelch your
making motions from the floor, however. You are encouraged to do 'so, but it will
help tremendously if you will first use the note pads provided in your folder,
write out the motion, read it, and then pass it on to the Secretary for the record.
You will share, I am sure, the enthusiasm of the Faculty Fringe Benefit Subcommittee of University Senate, in President Norfleet's approval of the Financial
Planning Seminar that committee has been working on for quite some time. The
President has provided generous support of this endeavor and wants it to be successful and utilized by the entire University community, not just those of retirement age. George Eyster and Vinson Watts have worked with the committee as well.
Please mark your calendars for November 11 and 18 and you will learn much more about
federal and university retirement systems, tax alternatives, wills, and investment
possibilities available to University employees. More details later.
Agenda items: (in addition to roll call and minutes approval)
Second reading of proposed amendment to by-laws; voting on draft.
First reading of two drafts of amendments to by-laws.
Senate consideration of copies of concern and committee appointments.
Reports from 'each of the four constituent concerns committees.

MEMORANDUM

TO:

University Senators

Chairperson~'

FROM:

patsy Whitson,

DATE:

october 25, 1982

SUBJECT:

dJr,

University Senate Meeting - October 28, 1982

The next ~~eting of the University Senate will be Thursday, October 28, 1982
at 4:10 ~. m. in the Riggle Room, ADUe. Minutes for the October 14, 1982 meeting
are attached for your reading. Also included is ancorrected Senate Roster, so
please place the new blue roster in your folder and remove the old green one.
The agenda for the October 28 meeting (beloWl includes several items of
special interest to you. Three ~roposals have been submitted to amend the Senate
By-laws. One had its first reading on October 14, and will be voted on at this
meeting. The second has to do with ~roxy voting, and was drafted at your request.
The third, submitted this week, pertains to the procedure for filling vacancies.
These last two drafts will be read at the October 28 meeting, with voting at the
'November meeting. These amendment proposals represent an attempt to facilitate
the effective functioning of the Senate, and 1 know you will want to give them a
lot of thought.
The constituent concerns committees continue to meet and deliberate on the
various issues they have identified. As a result of the motion passed at our
last meeting that all motions be made in writing, I have already received three
written recommendations which will be submitted by various committees at Thursday's
meeting. This process certainly clarifies the intent of the motion, and expedites
the discussion and voting. T know Senator Smiley's job as Secretary will be made
a lot simpler if we adhere to this adopted rule. This is not to squelch your
making motions from the floor, however. You are encouraged to do so, but it will
help tremendously if you will first use the note pads provi&ed in your folder,
write out the motion, read it, and then pass it on to the Secretary for- the record.
You will share, I rum sure, the enthusiasm of the Faculty Fringe Benefit Subcommittee of University Senate, in President Norf~eet's approval of the Financial
Planning Seminar that committee has been working on for quite some time. The
President has provided generous sUPPQrt of this endeavor and wants it to be sucIcessful and utilized by the entire University community, not just those of retirement age. George Eyster and Vinson Watts have worked with the committee as well.
Please mark your calendars for November ~l and 18 and you w.i.~l learn much more about
federal and university retirement systems, tax alternatives, wills, and investment
possibilities available to University employees. More details later.
Agenda items: (in addition to roll call and minutes approval)
Second reading of proposed amendment to by-laws; voting on draft.
First reading of two drafts of amendments to by-laws.
Senate consideration of ~opics of concern and committee appointments.
Reports from 'each of the four constituent concerns committees.

Minutes of the Faculty Organization committee - October 27, 1982
Members Present:

Mebers Absent:

BEN FLORA, FLOY PATTON, JOHN KLEBER, EUGENE MARTIN,
BILL CLARK, CHARLIE THOMPSON, MARC GLASSER, DAVID
CUTTS, GEORGE MONTGOMERY.
Joe Bendixen, Dan Thomas, Vasile venetozzi (class
conflict) •

The meeting was called to order at 8:06 a.m. by Chairperson Eugene
Martin.
DISCUSSION:
1) Dr. Kleber reported that a number of the faculty members from the
School of Social Sciences felt it unwise to submit the portfolio
section of proposal fOr promotion policy separate from the total
document. This matter was discussed at length and decision was
made to go ahead with submission of portfolio section (see Actions).
2)

Dr. Clark reported that a II s traw vote 11 in School of Social Sciences
resulted in an lIalmost unanimous!! vote in favor of requirement of
IIt~rmina1 degree ll for rank of Associate Professor.

3)

Group again got into lengthy discussion concerning statement for
"Minimal Criteria" for promotion to various ranks. lbr. Flora
suggested we address the remainder of content of the document
in next several meetings and then return once again to this
question.

4)

Dr. Glasser suggested we might consider aodinga new rank to the
list in order to provide some way of recognizing faculty members
without terminal degrees who provide lIexceptional service to the
Universi t y ll.

5)

Question of appropriate meeting time for our committee was once
again addressed.

ACTION
1) Dr. Flora made and Dr. Clark seconded the following motion which
was approved by the committee:
Assuming that copies of the proposed "portfolio" section for ,the
IIpolicy on Academic Promotion II and cover letter for same are mailed
to the faculty by Vice President Emgers office sufficiently in
advance of the Faculty Meeting scheduled for Friaay, November 5,
1.982, Dr. Martin shall ask the faculty to approve that section as
a part of the ITBolicy on Academic promotion ll document with the
understanding that its application will NOT be in effect until
such a time that a full policy document is approved and with the
further understanding that the portfolio section will be studied
for changes following the first year in which it is applied.
Further, Dr. Martin Shall indicate that the Faculty Organization
committeeAapply the policy statement found On pages 25 and 26 of
the "Faculty Handbook ll approved on August 3, 1979 by the Board of
Regents of Morehead State university when conSidering requests
for promotion submitted during the present Academic year promotion
period.

2)

Established next meeting time to be for 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. on
wednesday, November 3, 1982. The meeting will once again be held
in the Riggle Room of ADUC.

AGENDA
THE IJNIVERSITY SENATE

October ,~~"

1982

J.'

A.

Call to order and determination of quorum.

B.

Roll call.

C.

Action on minutes of October 14. 1982 meeting.

D.

*

Ch~irperson's

.<•

.,-"

statement.

Cbmmittee appointments (see

.;.

attachment)~.

E •. Unfinished business.
Second reading of proposed amendment to Senate By-LaH-s, Section 2.b.
Discussion and vote (see. attachment).
F.

New business.
Proposal to amend Senate By-Laws by adding Section 2.d. (see attachment
for explanation and draft).
Proposal to amend Senate By-Lm.;rs., ..section."2.c •. -"::'·-·:.=-;:.~.~:'-"

G.

C?mmittee reports.
l.

Report from Corrunittee on Administrative Concerns.

2.

Report from Committee on Faculty Concerns.

3.

Report from Committee on

4.

Report from Committee on Support Staff Concerns.

H.

Announcements.

I.

Adjournment ..

Student~Concerns ..

.. -

-- !:'.J.:_:.-.
---:--....:.--:-=..:.:::~..::--------~,

"

*
1.

-In response to action taken at the October 14. 1982 meeting of the University
Senate, the Chairperson transmitted the following recommendation to President
Norfleet.
''We- support the recommendation from the Administrative Concerns Committee that
twelve-month'faculty and staff employees of the University be issued identification cards in June of each year."

Minutes o£ the Faculty Organization Committee - November

3~

19S2

Members Present:

BIlN FLORA, FLOY PATTON, JOHN KLEBER, MARC GLASSER, DAVIDflUTTS,
GEORGE MONTGOI[!lRY, JOE BENDIJIEN, DAN THOMAS, VASILE VENETLiZZI.

Members Absent:

EUGENE MARTIN (notified of cCrrl'lict), CHARLIE THOMPSON (death in
family), BILL CLARK.

The meeting was called to order at 7:06 a.m. by Ben Flora. No one was willing to
serve as temporary chairperson and so we eOfrbinued without such. Minutes of the
meeting of October 27 were added to by a clarification by Dr. Marc Glasser.
His connnent concerning an additional rank related to a II r ank above Professor ll
rather than to a rank for faculty without terminal degrees.
DISCUSSION:
1) Dr. Kleber indicated that the School of Social Science had same interest in
___ ~_ _---having the __ policy:._indi.cate___what __ oercent3.ge _ of _:the __ eva1.uatiqrL1'!ould be devo~<;;d
to teaching, service~ and Drofessional growth.
2)

Problems associated with evaluating teaching were discussed.

3)

Should department promotion committees be required?

ACTION:

1)

Some specific changes were suggested in the IIPolicy On Academic Promotion" .
document. Se.e attached sheet f'or these.

2)

Dr. Flora agreed to present the IIportfolio U section document to the f'aculty
at the University Faculty meeting on Friday. Others will be. available
to help respond to questions.

3) Next meeting of the Faculty Organization Committee is scheduled for' the Riggle
Room of ADUC from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday, November 10, 19S2.

---------

,

--~--

- - - - - - --

~.

TO:

University Senators

FROM:

Patsy Whitson,

DATE:

November-18, 1982

SUBJECT:

University Senate Meeting - November 11, 1982

Chairperson~'

The next meeting of the University Senate will be Thursday, November 11. 1982
at 4110 p.m. in the Riggle Room, ADDC. Minutes of the October 28, 1982 meeting
are attached for your reading.
Because of the ~anksgiving holiday, this week's meeting will be the only Senate
meeting in November. The agenda, outlined below, includes some important issues
for our deliberation. Two proposals to amend Senate By-Laws will have their final
reading, fallowed by discussion and voting.
The four constituent concerns committees will report, as will any of the ad hoc
committees ready to do so. In addition to the three ad hoc committees approved
on October 28, two additional topics were approved,1:(rwhich called for the appointment
of two committees listed below.
Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy
John Osborne, Chairperson
Buford Crager
Diane Ris
Beth Shanks
Janice Smiley
Ad Hoc Committee on

University~ersonne1

Professional Activities Policy

Michael Harford (chairperson)
Walter Emge
Jay Flippin
Dana Graham
Ron Jones
Agenda items
Second reading of two· proposed amendments to Senate By-Laws
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

from
f!l1om
from
from
from

Committee on Support Staff Concerns
Committee on Student Concerns
Committee on Faculty Concerns
Committee on Administrative Concerns
Ad Hoc Committees

0:;'

~:

TO:

.university Senators

FROM:

Patsy Whitson, Chairperson

DATE:

November::8, 1982

SUBJECT:

University Senate Meeting - November 11, 1982

~.

The next meeting of the University Senate will be Thursday, November 11, 1982
at 4ilO p.m. in the Riggle Room, AnUC. Minutes of the October 28, 1982 meeting
are attached for your reading.
Because of the ~anksgiving holiday, this week's meeting will be the only Senate
meeting in November. The agenda, outlined below, includes some important issues
for our deliberation. Two proposals to amend Senate By-Laws will have their final
reading, followed by discussion and voting.

The four constituent concerns committees will report, as will any of the ad. hoc
committees ready.to do so. In addition to th~ three ad hoc committees approved
on October 28, two additional topics were approved, which called for the appointment
of two committees listed below.

,i,

,I,

Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy

~

!

!

John Osborne, Chairperson
Buford Crager
Diane Ris
Beth Shanks
Janice Smiley
Ad Hoc Committee on University~ersonnel Professional Activities Policy

l
!

Michael Harford (chairperson)
Walter Emge
. Jay Flippin
Dana Graham
Ron Jones

I,
Agenda items

Second reading of two. proposed amendments to Senate 'By-Laws
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

.. ,"

from
from
from
from
from

.

,.'~

Committee on Support Staff ~oncerns
Committee on Student Concerns
Committee on Faculty Concerns,
Committee on Administrative Concerns
Ad. Hoc Committees

8'

Minutes of the Faculty Organization
Members Present:

Comm~ttee

-- November 10, 1982

BEN FLORA, FLOY PATTON" JOHN KLEBER, MARC GLA.SSER" -GEORGE:
MONTGOMERY, JOE BENDIXEN, DAN THOM~S, VASILE VENETTOZZI,
EUGENE MARTIN, CMRLIE THOMPSON, BILL CURK.

Members Absent:

DA.VID CUTTS (Notified of other Univ. Comm. meeting at same time)

The meeting was called to order at 7:10 a.m. by Chairoerson, Eugene Martin.
Minutes of the meeting of November 3, 1582 were aoproved as submitted.
DISCUSSIONS:

Discussion throughout the meeting centered around the section of the proposed
on Academic Promotion" section addressing Hprocedures for promotion
committees".
lI~olicy

REPORTS

___ 1)

2)

Dr. l-([artin -reported -on- actions -concerning his -replacements-on- University
Standing Committees for the remainder of Fall, 1982 semester. Actions taken
are, reported below.
Dr. Martin reported on faculty accertance of IIPromotion Portfolio" section of
docum~nt with ammendments as reported on accompanying page.
Dr. Flora reported the following figures from 1982-83 Undergraduate Catalog
reflecting numbers of faculty in rar.ks: Instructors - 34 (one has terminal
degree); Assistant Professors - 90 (ten have terminal degrees); Associate
Professor - 70 (Thirty-eight have terminal degrees); Professor - 124.

ACTIONS

1)

Approved recommendation for apoointnent of Dr. Michael Harford as replacement
for Dr. Eugene Martin as School Representative to Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee.

2)

Approved granting of Dr. Eugene Martin· a leave of absence from Faculty
Organization Committee for remainder of Fall, 1982 semester. No replacement.

3)

Expressed appreciation to Dr. Ben FJ.ora for presentation on behalf of
Faculty Organization Committee to faculty at meeting of same on November
'5, 1982. Presentation was for approval of JlPromotion Portfolio ll section
to be included as part of npolicy on A.cademic Promotion".

- - - 4}

Agreed in-principle on- a- munber-of jtems for "procedures -for- oromotion--- -- ~~
committees ll section of IIpolicy on Ac s.demic Promotionl1. See accom:l?anying page
for specifics.

5)

Elected Dr. Ben Flora as Acting Chajrperson of the Faculty Organization
Committee for remainder of Fall, 19E'2 semester.

6)

Scheduled next meeting of Faculty Organization Committee for 7:00 - 9:00 a.m.
on Wednesday, November 17.

~SSIGNMENTS:

1)

Each committee member is to survey his/her department concerning
nShould
Department Promotion Committee representa.tives be required to be tenured
,members of the faculty?"

2)

Each committee member is to considel' the following two questions and be
prepared to discuss same at next me~ting:
a) Should "procedures for promotior. committees ll include IIfeedback ll criteria
and criteria for hearings? If no, for which committees, and in what
manner?

Minutes of the Faculty Organization Committee -- November 10. 19$2

<

~)

page 2

Should persons and committees reviewing portfolios have access to
recommendations of other reviewers or should each level of review
prior to that of the Faculty Orgsnization Committee be independent?

The meeting adjourned at 8:5$ a.m. The next meeting is scheduled for
7:00 - 9:00 a.m. on Wednesd~, November 17 9l1d will be held in the Riggle R9om.
of "ADUG.

AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
November 11, 1982

,
A.

Call to'Grder and determination of quorum.

B.

Roll calL'

C.

Action on minutes of October 28, 1982 meeting.

D.

*Chairperson's statement.

E.

Unfinished business.

.: .

Second reading of the proposed amendments to Senate By-Laws,
Section Z.c. and Section 2.d.
Discussion and vote.
Appointment of Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy.
Appointment of Ad Hoc Committee on University Personnel:.Professional Activities
Policy.
F.

Committee Reports.
1.

Report from Committee on Support Staff Concerns.

2.

Report from Committee on Student Concerns.

3.

Repolit from COri1mittee on Faculty Concerns.

4.

Report from Comroitee on Administrative Concerns.

5.

Report from Ad Hoc Committees.

G.

Announcements.

H.

Adjournment.

*In respOnse to action taken.at the October 28, 1982 meeting of the University
Senate, the Chairperson transmitted the following recommendation to President
Norfleet:

.

Z.

The University Senate recommends that Morehead State University institute a
ceiling on the student activity fee, that the fee not exceed $35 per year
during the next three years, with an increase of not more that $5 per academic
year, and that not more than one half of the total fee~.go toward anyone area.

3.

~e

University Senate proposes that the Faculty Organization Committee or some
other standing Committee of the faculty, review rank of initial appointments,
tenure and leaves as well as promotion in n~'nk of faculty. The Committee
itself should develop policy.
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AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE

November 11, 1982
A.

Call toiorder and determination of quorum.

B.

Roll call.

C.

Action on minutes of October 28, 1982 meeting.

D.

"'Chairperson I s statement.

E.

Unfinished business.

Second reading of the proposed amendments to Senate By-Laws,
Section Z.e. and Section 2.d.
Discussion and vote.
Appointmenh of Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy,

Appointment of Ad Hoc Committee on University Personnel:Professional Activities
Policy,

F.

4.

Committee

R~ports.

1-

Report from Committee on Support Staff Goncerns.

2.

Report from Committee on Student Concerns.

3.

Rep~l1t

4.

Report from

5.

Report from Ad Hoc Committees.

f~om

G.

Announcements.

H.

Adjournment.

Committee on Faculty Concerns.
Comm~tee

on Administrative Concerns.

*In response to action taken at the October 28, 1982 meeting of the University
Senate, the Chairperson transmitted the following recommendation to President
Norfleet:
2.

The University Senate recommends that Morehead State University institute a
ceiling on the student activity fee, that the fee not exceed $35 per year
during the next three years, with an increase of not more that $5 per academic
year, and that not more than one half of the total feeego to't'1ard anyone area.

3.

~e

University Senate proposes that the Faculty Organization Committee or some
other standing-Committee of the faculty, review rank of initial appointments,
tenure and leaves as well as promotion in rank of faculty. The Committee
itself should develop policy.

Hinutes of the Faculty Organization Committee -- November 17. 1982
Hembers Present:

BEN FLORA. FLOY PATTON . JOHN KLEBER. MARC CLASSER. DAN
VASILE VENETTOZZ I. DAVID CUTTS. CHARLES THor-IPSON,
BILL CLARK, GEORGE HONTGOHERY

T HOl"iAS .

Hembers Absent :

EUGENE HARTI N, JOE BENDIXEN

The meeting was ca lled to orde r a t 7: 10 a.m . by Ben Flora.
the November la, 1982 were a pproved as submitted .

Minutes of

DISCUSSIONS
Discussed changes in "Policy on Academic Promotion" document.
REPORTS
Members reported on school fe e dback perta101ng to whether or not depar t mental promotion committee representatives should be tenured.
ACTIONS
I.
Department promotion committees mus t be comprised of full-time faculty
members with the rank of Assistant Professor and above and have been
members on the faculty of the department for a period of at least one
year in order to participate in the evaluation process.
2.

The chairperson of both the department and scho.oJ _ ~mmittee5 .a a~h e-a-p.p1:G p-r-iB·&e
dep&r-Gmeu+- he8'd-en'd-de an. will report their~~n\'iiFeHaations back immediately
to the candidat e and its rationale. If t he vote is negative. ~~e-e&ftd±d~ee
m.a.:v-r..e.q.uesbad te:a,r-a,ng-::=:b era-r--e.:.r:;n comnli:_t-,t;:e~ may withdraw his portfolio: . . """ tl..J.~>l.
iIrl!~ ~;zf~ ~~~t be passed on to the next level .

3.

'¥he appropriate department head and dean will report back immediately t o
the candidate their dec isions and rationale . If the dec~J.J~ ~ , ~s negative.
_I ~
then the candidate may withdraw his portfolio r-r,om~S.iIQe.~~* ~
~1
ccmb::±s:qro:r.u£o-J:j;o. or ask -th'9-t it~ be. passed on to the next level.
)'1' w(/) ~'w:W'""71J1..
The Vice Preside nt of Academic Affairs and the President will report back
immediately to the candidate their recommendations and rationale.

4

4.

To Be Considered :

The Faculty Organization Committee will report back
immediately to the candidate their votes, recommendations,
and rationale.
-

.

Ne})<t Heeting:

7 a . m•• Wednesday, December 1. 1982

j.
7J- ~
:.~;:rGOHE~y'~J I:l" .1.
Acting Secretary

1

~-

~

---- .
~

.

(Jl-lJ.

~~"'~

Ninutes of the Faculty Organization Conunltcee - - November 17, 1982
f>1embers Present:

BEN FLORA. FLOY PATTON , JOHN KLEBER. I-IARC GLASSER, DAN
THOHAS , VASILE VENETTDZZl, DAVID CUTTS. CHARLES THOHPSON,
BILL CLARK, GEORGE NONl'CONERY

Hembers Absent :

EUGENE HARTIN, JOE BENDiXEN

The meeting was called t o order at. 7: 10 a . m. by Ben Fl o ra.
the November 10 , 1982 Wl!re Cl pproved as submitted.

Minutes of

DISC USSIONS
Discussed c hange s i n "Policy on Academic Promotion" document .
REPORTS
i'lembers reported on schoo l feedback pertaining to whether or not departmental promotion committee representatives should be tenured.
ACTIONS
1 . Department promotion committees must be comprised of full - time faculty
members with the rank of Assistant Professor and above and have been
members on the fac ulty of the department fo r a period of at lease one
year in order to participate in the eva lu ation process.
2.

The chairperson of both the department and s~~o.Q l committees a.&? tbe ap:p'~ te
de.partme o t-head-eml-dean will report their.!1~~dations back immediately
LO the candidate and its rationale . If t he vote is negative . the candidate
may request a hearing before the committee. may withdraw his po r Lfolio. or
a dd to his portfolio . or ask that it be passed on to t he next leve l .

3.

The appropriate depa r tment head and dean will
the candidate their decisions and rationale.
then the candida t e may withdraw his portfolio
to his portfo l io . or ask that i t be passed on

~.

The Vice Presirlent ~f A c ad e ~ic Aff2irs 2nd the President ~ill report back
inunedia t ely to the candidate their recommendations and rationale .

To Be Cons i dered:

Nl!at Heeting :

The Faculty Or ganization Commit t ee wi l l repor t back
immediately to the candidate their votes . reconunendations.
and ra t ionale.

7 a . m. • \-lednesday . December 1. 1982

-~~.c ,/ /r.lJ '~I ,.:. : .';-GEORGE fl0NTGOMERY

Acting Secretary

report back immediately to
If t he decision is negative ,
from considera t ion , or add
to the ne xt leve l .

J

J

1.

The department promotion committee must be comprised of full-time
faculty members with the rank of Assistant Professor or abqve and
have been members of the faculty of the department for a period of
at least one year in order to participate in the evaluation process.

2.

~~Jb~3~.~~~~~~~~

;.

and its rationale to the s.chool dean,
.

.

The a'ppropriate department head and dean wil\If~#., .~.{,i;12Plr~~
to the candidate their decision and rationale.-Y-~'f-{-'fhe aeci'sTon is
negative, then the candidate may withdraw his portfolio from consideration~ in the absence of such action, it will automatically 'be forwarded
on to the next level.
5.

The Faculty Organization Committee will act as an advisory committee .
for the Vice President of Academic Affairs. The chairperson will report
the votes, recommendations, and its rationale to the Vice President.

6.

The Vice President of Academic Affairs and the President will report
back immediately to the candidate their recommendations and it& rationale.
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TO: ,N:rs. 1'lli1tson & Dr.Sprague
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Senate
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:i)r. Fradsricl::: A.Hueller
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STAT.l!:;:,2.ijT of PurtPOSE : In that our State Education Depart..llent
has discussed strencthenins acader,-;.ic requirements for our future
~rosDGctive

students, Please accept these

pro~osals

to prepare our
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1. Li1:Jrary Director &. our COrmlitte T.mst meet in order to prelJare a ::leading

prograrr, for all ffaculty & every student on our Ca~pus: Required Reading
lists for all class levels, ~D.th cO::ltrols Drior to commencing into ensuing
Soph, Jr., & Sr. class standing:
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2. Assigned Papers or Reaearch Projects (Qust include planning
schedules for the Academic Caler:.der :
!Jates for !
Bibliography
(Regardless of :Basic, Scientific, HiatoricalJ
Bibliography
or Analytical :desearch perforned)
Outline, r.dr.
Outline Redo

and

Paper r. dr.
Peper Redo

3. Public Relations Hediae must aspire to employ
*) r. dr. =Rough Draft
professional lanGuage plus well-prepared and
.rr;anised i:leas l l'fIKY-F'm; Ch. l2; Printed Eatter.
The Student l~ewspaper & Yearbook must represer:.t all HSU Faculty, Students,
plus Staff & AdMinistration in ffiJre Professional manner I

4.

Update Faculty Research Committee Adninistration to include greater
student participation, .by incnlcatine use of Typini;, ~-rordprocessors, &,or
Computor assi.stence to all researchers; Calligraphers as Hell.

5.

Finally :Close-dmm; Play rooms & Game rooms, by creating Reading etrs.
Study areas in A !J U G; lIo YV prior to ;) :00 PH, then only until
6:00 fl'i, Q\1.til close af the Cafeteria.
and

6. All Students are tested in 3kills, Crunprehension, Speed in reading &
l\Ti ti!1g. gncourage- sturIy of
Foreign km~uae;es ;} ex;;loi t Foreign Studentvisi tors to exch416~ clo:::er ties ",-ith our mm 3'or9i~n Students. Foreign Students
become skilled in English by attending initial corr.pulsory two semesters of E. J
Please let's discuss Co:r..-nittee rr.embership ;,Jrior to

permitting optionsJ
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TO:

University sen~tor~

FROM:

Patsy Whitson, Chal.rp~rsoni.

DATE:

December 6, 1982

SUBJECT:

University Senate meeting, Thursday December'g, 1982

"

>'

.O~.

,

'The next meeting of the University Senate will be held at 4:10 p.m., Thursday,

December 9, 1982 in the Riggle Room, ADDC.
are attached for your reading.

The minutes of the November 11 meeting

As you will note from the agenda items listed below, this meeting includes several
important topics. We will have the first reading of a proposed amendment to Senate By-Laws, designed to address the problem of long-term schedule conflicts with
Senate meetings. Ijunderstand that all ad hoc committees have met at least once,
and will present reports. You will recall that these committees were formed to ad--_"~
dress the issues which have been identified as proper and significant concerns of
the Senate. It is especially important that we have good attendance and participation from Senate members as we consider findings and/or recommendations from the
ad hoc committees. The constituent groups have continued to meet and have indicated
they will be bringing some specific topics for Senate discussion.
All in all, this last Senate meeting of the fall semester promises to be a lively
one. Hope to see you on Thursday.

AGENDA TOPICS
- A.

Roll call.

,

B.

Action on minutes of November 11, 1982'meeting.

C.

First reading of proposed amendment to, Senate By-Laws.

D.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes

E.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Need for University Personnel Evaluation Procedur.

F.

Report from Ad H6c Connnittee on Campus Life.

G.

Report from Ad Hoc eommittee on Class Scheduling and Attemdanc~ Policy.

H.

Report f:r;om Committee on Student Concerns.

I.

Report from Connnittee on Faculty Concerns.

J.

Report from Connnittee on Adminstrative Concerns.

K.

Report from Committee on Support Staff Concerns.

L.

Announcements.

K.

Adjournment.

.

TO:

University Senators

FROM:

Patsy Whitson, °ChairpE7rson.Q.

DATE:

December 6, 1982

SUBJECT:

University Senate meeting, Thursday December 9, 1982

~~

·The next meeting of the University Senate will be held at 4:10 p.m., Thursday,
December 9, 1982 in the Riggle Room, ADUC. The minutes of the November 11 meeting
. ".
are attached for your reading.
As you will note from the agenda items listed below, this meeting includes several
important topics. We will have the first reading of a proposed amendment to'Senate By-Laws, designed to address the problem of long-term schedule conflicts with
Senate meetings. I/understand that all ad hoc committees have met at least once,
and will present reports. You will recall that these committees w'ere formed to ad--:-:o
dress the issues 'tdhich have been identified as proper and significant concerns of
the Senate. It is especially important that we have good attendance and participation from Senate members as we consider findings and/or recommendations from the
ad hoc committees. The constituent groups have continued to meet and have indicated
they Hill be bringing some specific topics for Senate discussion.
All in all, 'this last Senate meeting of the fall semester promises to be a lively
one. Hope to see you on Thursday.

AGENDA TOPICS
. A.

Roll call.

B.

Action on minutes of November 11, 1982 meeting.

C.

First reading of proposed amendment to· Senate By-Laws.

D.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes •

E.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Need for University Personnel Evaluation Procedurl

F.

Report from Ad H6c Committee on Campus Life.

G.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attemdance Policy.

H.

Report

I.

Report from Committee on Faculty Concerns.

J.

Report from Committee on Adminstrative Concerns.

K.

Report from Committee on Support Staff COPcerns.

L.

Announcements.

K.

Adjournment.

f~om

Committee on Student Concerns.

,

•
AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
December 9, ~982

A.

Call to order and determination of quorum.

B.

Roll cal l.

O""n-

Action on minutes of November 11, 1982 meeting . ~

'Chairper son 's statement . ( 1 0
E.

Un fi ni sh ed bus iness .

~.I ~ S 3) .
"

f? ,~

~

' ' ' 'I--Q.1-tCJY\

~

-r

It.uw +b ~
Y.3. ~
**Proposal for r evi sion of Senate By~ La~ - firs t r eaa ing .

F.

~

),\DtJf/~ ~

Committee Reports.

1.
2.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Auditi ng Classes .

3.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Campus

__ .

OJ:~~£~~?=1

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Need for University Personne ~ E~~uati on
Procedures . I ~ _ S.. J;,..~. ~
~ ~

i

Life . ~.,. w, r 1tUf rn~·r~ · ;....

4.
~

~~""'2~~

5.
6.

Report from Committee on Student concerns,:,, {~?~~o..t..J. ~ 0
Report from Committee on Faculty Conc erns .
~ ~~~..J

7. RepOr!.,,:f1e 15 c;m~i ~-,tr~tive
8.

Concerns .

Report fran Committee on Support Staff Concerns.
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1(" , In response to action taken at the November 11, 1982 meeting of the
University Senate, the Chairperson transmitted the ~ollowing recommendations
to President Norfleet on November 17, 1982:

(4)

The University Senate recommends that the Chairperson of the University
Senate receive a copy of the updated policy manuals and copies of dra~s
of proposed policies as they circulate, in order that the Chairperson
may share this information with the Senate.

(5)

The Senate recognizes the need for a consistent consulting policy.
The Senate recognizes the differing,responsibilities of administrators,
staff and faculty.
The Senate recognizes the value gained by Morehead State University
through the prestige of personnel involved in consulting in their
respective fields.
The Senate recognizes the monetary value to the university when university'
coordinated consulting takes place •

.J

Be it therefore resolved, the University Senate recommends that any policy
on consulting of faculty, administrators and staff be designed to encourage
consulting activities insofar as the activities do not conflict with the
assigned duties of the personnels' position.

**In response to action taken at the November 11, 1982 meeting, the
Chairperson and Parliamentarian of the University Senate drafted the following
__ _
__ _~ __am_en_drnent to Senate By-Laws:
-----~--:----- - - - ----- - - - Section

2.e.

A Senator serving a three-year ~erm who, by reason
of regularly assigned university responsibilities,
will be unable to attend Senate meetings for up to
one Semester, shall give written authorization for
another person from the same constituency to serve
as hiS/her replacement"during the period of absence.

